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Software maintainability is one of the most crucial quality attributes of a software
product. Software engineering researchers and practitioners have devoted considerable
effort to developing “good design” methods, rules and principles to improve software
maintainability. But before we can validate the effectiveness of these methods, we first
need an approach to measure software maintainability. The existing maintainability
measures usually have limited scope and accuracy since they either isolate the software
from its environment and focus only on the technical properties of the software, or
measure a confounding effect of various factors involved in the maintenance process.
Furthermore, these measures are often defined and collected on a coarse-grained level
and provide no insight into what makes software difficult to change. This research
addresses the problems associated with software maintainability measurement by
adapting the concepts of task complexity from the human behavior domain to the
software engineering domain. This dissertation involves developing and validating a
measurement model for measuring the maintainability of software, to provide a better
understanding of the difficulty in modifying software and the effect of software design

methods on software maintainability. A measurement protocol and a tool have been
developed to support the application of the measurement method.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Software maintainability is one of the most critical quality attributes of the
software product. To better understand, control and improve software maintainability, we
first need an approach to measure software maintainability accurately and reliably. This
dissertation addresses the problem of software maintainability measurement. My
dissertation efforts involve developing and empirically validating a measurement model
of software maintainability by exploiting knowledge from human behavior to software
engineering. This chapter outlines the problem statement, clarifies terminology, presents
the research motivation, and outlines the research approach.
1.1

Problem Statement
A fundamental software engineering concern is developing software that is easy

to change. Due to constantly evolving requirements and hardware, most software systems
must be changed many times after their first release. Various studies from the 1970s to
the 1990s estimated that maintenance costs ranged from 49% [4] to 75% [21]of total
software costs. More recent studies report that more than 90% of development costs are
caused by maintenance and evolution [22]. Therefore, stakeholders need systems that are
constructed so they can be changed quickly and economically. This software quality
attribute is usually referred as “maintainability”.
Maintainability is the ease with which a software system or component can be
modified [3]. Improving maintainability is one of the claimed benefits of many “good
1

design” rules and heuristics (e.g. design patterns [29]). It is generally believed that design
decisions have a critical impact on software maintainability. Previous research has
focused on establishing the relationship between software design (quantified by structural
or complexity measures) and maintainability in order to be able to predict maintainability
early in the software development life cycle. But before we can validate such a prediction
model or evaluate the effectiveness of design rules, we first need to find a way to
measure maintainability.
As DeMarco asserts, “you cannot control what you cannot measure” [20]. In a
general sense, software measurement can be used for three important purposes [23]:
understanding, controlling and improving software development and maintenance. More
specifically, software maintainability measurement makes aspects of the maintenance
process more visible, providing insight into what makes software difficult to change.
Based on this understanding, we can predict the difficulty of future changes and make the
right design decisions to improve software maintainability.
Software maintainability is a critical factor in software cost, yet it is difficult to
measure. The difficulty comes from confusion about the definition of maintainability.
Maintainability was defined earlier as the ease of making changes to software. Software
is a product, while making changes is a process. There is no agreement on whether
maintainability is an attribute of the software product or of the change process. Most
existing work takes either the product perspective or the process perspective of
maintainability measurement. The product perspective views maintainability as an
attribute of the software product and assesses maintainability by examining the technical
properties of the software. Many maintainability measures and models are defined in
terms of structural or complexity metrics [17]. Expert judgment is also often used to
2

subjectively evaluate maintainability [[54]]. The product perspective is a prediction or
estimation of maintainability, because it tries to help developers make an early prediction
about the ease with which software can be modified. Conversely, the process perspective
measures maintainability as a property of the maintenance process. From the process
perspective, the most commonly used maintainability measures are the time spent, the
number of changes made, and the number of faults introduced (sometimes referred as
“maintenance effort or cost”). The process perspective aims at directly measuring the
ease of the change process. It assumes that “ease” can be validly operationalized into
measurable properties like the time or the number of faults.
There are problems with both perspectives of the maintainability measurement.
Maintainability is believed to be an external attribute of software [23], which means that
it is influenced by the context. It can only be measured with respect to how software
behaves in its environment. The product perspective ignores the “external” nature of
maintainability and isolates the software system from its environment by focusing only
on the software’s technical properties. This approach limits the scope and accuracy of the
measures. Also, due to their predictive nature, product perspective measures must be
validated in a real maintenance context before claiming usefulness. As to the process
perspective, much work has tried to establish relationships between the technical features
of the software and the process-perspective maintainability measures, e.g. maintenance
time. But the process-perspective measures are actually a confounding effect of various
factors involved in the maintenance process, including the maintenance tasks, the people
performing the tasks, and the technical features of the software system [63] . The effect
of the technical properties on maintainability depends on the context of the maintenance
process. For example, research has shown that variations among maintainers have a large
3

effect on the maintenance time [6]. In correlational studies, researchers often have little
control over the individual characteristics of the maintainers. Even in controlled
experiments, when dealing with small samples (which is the case for most reported
experiments), variations in subject skills is a major concern that is difficult to address by
randomization or blocking. Therefore, the contextual factors involved in the process
perspective make it difficult, if not impossible, to generalize and integrate the findings
from individual studies.
The existing maintainability measures are defined and collected at a coarse level
of granularity, e.g. the duration of an entire change task. But a maintenance task usually
consists of a series of smaller modifying actions, each of which might have different level
of difficulty. The existing measures provide no details about the varied difficulty of these
small modifications.
Furthermore, many design methods, rules and heuristics make claims about how
to design software that is easier to change. For example, one rule suggested by Fowler
and Beck [27] is that classes and possible changes should have a one-to-one relationship,
so that changes do not require modifications to many classes. This rule implies that the
number of classes, methods and attributes modified might be one aspect of the ease of a
change. The maintenance effort does not provide us with direct and meaningful feedback
on the effect that the design method may have on maintainability.
Therefore the goal of this dissertation work is:
To develop a fine-grained maintainability measurement model to enable a better
understanding of which factors constitute the difficulty of modifying software and
of the effect that software design has on such difficulty.

4

1.2

Definition
This section provides more extensive definitions of some terms and concepts used

in this dissertation. Beginning with a discussion of existing definitions related to
maintainability, I derive my own definition of maintainability. Then, I present some
general definitions related to software measurement and validation.
1.2.1

Maintainability
In the software engineering literature, it is rare for a true consensus to be reached

about the contrived definitions of external attributes [23]. The quality attributes related to
how well the software accommodates changes have been described by various terms and
definitions. For example, the ISO 9126[3] model defines maintainability as:
Maintainability: “the capability of the software product to be modified.
Modifications may include corrections, improvements or adaptations of the software to
changes in environment, and in requirements and functional specification”.
Furthermore, maintainability is broken down into four sub-characteristics [3]:
Analyzability: “the capability of the software to be diagnosed for deficiencies or
causes of failures in the software, or for the parts to be modified to be identified”.
Changeability: “the capability of the software product to enable a specified
modification to be implemented”.
Stability: “the capability of the software to minimize unexpected effects from
modification of the software”.
Testability: “the capability of the software to enable modified software to be
validated”.
ISO 9126 also provides parallel definitions in which the abstract term “capability”
is interpreted as more concrete concepts like “effort” or “risk”:
5

Maintainability: “attributes that bear on the effort needed to make specified
modifications”.
Analyzability: “attributes of software that bear on the effort needed to diagnosis
of deficiencies or causes of failures, or for identification of parts to be modified”.
Changeability: “attributes of software that bear on the effort needed for
modification, fault removal, or for environmental change”.
Stability: “attributes of software that bear on the risk of unexpected effect of
modifications”.
Testability: “attributes of software that bear on the effort needed for validating
the modified software”.
Similar terms and definitions have been given in another IEEE standard 610.121990 [1] as follows:
Maintainability: “the ease with which a software system or component can be
modified to correct faults, improve performance or other attributes, or adapt to a
changed environment”.
Flexibility: “the ease with which a system or component can be modified for use
in applications or environments other than those for which it was specifically designed”.
Extendability: “the ease with which a system or a component can be modified to
increase its storage or functional capacity”.
In some contexts, terms such as maintainability, flexibility, extendability, and
changeability are used interchangeably for the same concept, while in other contexts they
refer to different things. This confusion makes it even harder to develop, validate and use
the measures for the quality attributes defined. Therefore, for consistency throughout this
dissertation, I use the following definition:
6

Maintainability: the ease with which a system or component can be modified in
response to a change request.
This definition is a combination of the above definitions. It is similar to the
definitions in IEEE standard [1] in that “ease” is the root term in the definition. The
difference is that it does not differentiate between the purposes of the modifications. In
other words, this definition does not limit the change requests to certain types, e.g.
correction, adaptation, or improvement. When compared with ISO 9126 model, this
definition is closest to changeability. The focus is on the difficulty directly involved in
making the modifications. The difficulty of program comprehension beforehand or of
testing afterwards is outside the scope of this definition (and of this dissertation). This
definition does not use the term “effort” because it replaces the concept of quality
attributes of software systems with the performance of the maintainers. I chose “ease”
over “capability” because the former is more specific and conforms to the intuition of
maintainability.
To avoid confusion in terminology, the proposed maintainability measurement
model and measures will be called TCM (Task Complexity based Maintainability) model
and TCM measures throughout this dissertation. The traditional maintainability measures
that are taken from a process perspective, e.g. time, change, correctness, are referred to as
process measures.
1.2.2

Software Measurement and Validation
The definitions presented here are provided in [23].

7

Measurement: “the process of empirical, objective assignment of numbers (or
symbols) to the attributes of entities (which include normal objects and events) in the real
world in such a way as to describe them”.
Measure: “an empirical object assignment of a number (or symbols) to an entity
to characterize a specific attribute”.
The concepts used in the above definitions are further defined as follows:
Entity: “the subject of the measurement process”.
Attribute: “a feature or property of the entity”.
The representational theory of measurement asserts that the assignment of
numbers or symbols in the measurement process must preserve all the empirical relations
observed about the attributes and entities.
In most situations, an attribute might have different intuitive meanings to different
people. A model is necessary to specify a certain viewpoint of the attributes and entities
of interest.
Model: the expression of a viewpoint concerning the entity being measured.
Once a model is defined it becomes possible to determine the relationships among
the attributes that describe the entity being measured. It is especially important to define
good models in software measurement. For example, even a simple metric like the length
of a program (lines of code, LOC) requires a well defined model of programs, which
enables us to justify unique lines unambiguously.
Measurement activities can be classified into three types, quality assessment,
quality control and quality prediction [56].
Quality Assessment is “the evaluation of the relative quality of software or
software component”.
8

Relative Quality is “the quality of a given software or software component
compared with the quality of other software and software components”.
Quality Control is “the evaluation of software or software components against
predetermined critical values of measures and identification of components that fall
outside quality limits”.
Quality Prediction is “a forecast of the future measure of an attribute A based on
the present measures of attributes A1,…, An”.
In quality assessment, measures are used to make a relative comparison of the
quality of software components. The purpose of this comparison is to provide project
managers with a rational basis for assigning priorities and allocating personnel and
resources to quality assurance activities.
In quality control, measures are used to check whether the software quality is
within an acceptable range. The purpose of these measures is to allow managers to
identify components with quality problems and take corrective action as early as possible.
Quality control also involves tracking the quality of a system or of a component over its
life cycle and identifying possible quality degradation.
In quality prediction, measures are normally used in earlier phases (e.g. design) to
make predictions about the quality attributes in later phases (e.g. testing, maintenance).
These predictions provide managers with a forecast of the quality of the operational
software and help them plan for the appropriate quality assurance activities.
The TCM model can achieve the purposes of quality assessment and quality
control, but not quality prediction. The TCM model determines the “current” state of
maintainability by measuring the ease of making changes to software using the modifying
actions that were actually performed. The TCM model is not trying to predict the ease of
9

performing some future maintenance activities, like most of the structural-measure-based
maintainability measurement models did.
An even more important issue than software measurement itself is the validation
of software measures. It is critical to ensure that the measures used actually capture the
attribute of interest. Measures should be defined properly and be consistent with the
behavior of entities in the real world. Without validation, there is no way to ensure that
the decisions made based on those measures will have the expected effects.
Schneidewind [56] defined six validity criteria to provide the rationale for
validating measures for different measurements goals. Two of those criteria are relevant
to the validation of the TCM model. The following definitions of the validity criteria are
taken directly from Schneidewind’s work [56].
Consistency: the rank correlation coefficient r between attribute A and measure
M must exceed a specified threshold, or

r > β c , with specified α .

(1.1)

The consistency criterion assesses whether there is sufficient consistency between
the ranks of quality attribute A and the ranks of measure M to warrant using M as an
indirect measure of A. It supports the assessment of the rank order of software quality
and tests whether the ordering of A can be inferred from the rank order of M:
Rank[M 1 < M 2 ... < M i < ... < M n ] ⇔ Rank[ A1 < A2 ... < Ai < ... < An ]

(1.2)

(1.1) is used to measure the degree to which (1.2) holds. Schneidewind claimed
that if this relationship is demonstrated over a representative sample of software (or
components), and if r has been established as 0.7, then the conclusion can be drawn that
M is consistent with A and can be used to assess the degree to which software (or
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components) differ in relative quality. The same threshold of 0.7 will be used in the
model validation of this work.
Repeatability: the success rate of validation measure M for a given validity
criterion i must satisfy:
(1.4)

N is / N i > βis

where N is is the number of successful validations of M for criterion i, and N i is the
total number of trials for criteria i.
The repeatability criterion assesses whether a measure M can be validated on a
sufficient percentage of trials to have confidence that it is a dependable indicator of
attribute A.
1.2.3

Task Complexity Model
In the studies of human behavior (at the time Wood’s paper [62] was published,

1986), there was no adequate theoretical model to describe tasks and how these tasks
differ from each other. As a result, tasks have represented a major source of uncontrolled
variation in behavioral studies. This variation makes it difficult to integrate the evidence
of task effects from different studies. Wood’s work presented the constructs to describe
an important aspect of the variation, task complexity. Wood adopted a theoretical
approach and synthesized previous analytical frameworks into a general model of tasks
with three essential components as defined below: products, acts, and information cues
[62]. The products are the output of the task, while the acts and information cues are both
inputs to the task.
Products: “entities created or produced by behaviors, which can be observed and
described independently of the behaviors or acts that produce them” [62].
11

Acts: “the patterns of behaviors with some identifiable purpose or direction”[62].
Information Cues 1: “pieces of information about the attributes of stimulus objects
upon which an individual can base the judgments he or she is required to make during
the performance of a task” [62].
From these components, there are three analytical dimensions to task complexity:
component, coordinate, and dynamic.
Component Complexity: “function of the number of distinct acts that need to be
executed in the performance of the task and the number of distinct information cues that
must be processed in the performance of those acts” [62].
Coordinative Complexity: “nature of relationships between task inputs and task
products” [15]. The form, the strength, and the sequencing of the relationships are all
considered to be aspects of coordinative complexity.
Dynamic Complexity: “changes in the states of the world which have an effect on
the relationships between tasks and products” [62].
Overall task complexity is then determined by examining all three types of task
complexity. The components and dimensions of complexity in Wood’s model describe
task properties that are stable and can be specified independently of the task performers.
1.3

Research Approach
To better understand software maintainability, this dissertation takes the following

approach:
1. Develop a Maintainability Measurement Model (i.e. TCM Model) by applying
task complexity theory
1

The corresponding model components in the TCM model are called “Info Cues” to differentiate them from those in
Wood’s original model. So “information cues” refer to the input components in Wood’s model, while “Info Cues” refer
to the components of the TCM model.
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2. Develop a Measurement Protocol to provide guidelines for using the TCM
model to measure maintainability
3. Develop a tool to support the use of TCM Model to measure software
maintainability
4. Empirically validate the use of TCM Model through case studies and
controlled experiments
To control the confounding effect of the individual maintainers, the TCM Model
was developed by applying Wood’s complexity model to the software maintenance
context. Wood’s model provides a general approach to task complexity analysis. Task
complexity characterizes the difference in task inputs and the relationship between task
inputs and outputs. Maintainability, by definition, is the ease with which a software
system or component can be modified in response to a change request. In other words,
maintainability is the ease of in the software maintenance tasks. Software maintenance
can be conceptualized as an information-processing task in which maintainers perceive,
interpret and manipulate information cues (task inputs) and their relationships to identify
task outcomes [8]. The information cues and the acts required to process these cues set
upper limits on the knowledge, skills and resources needed to successfully complete the
task. Therefore, the required acts, information cues, and the relationship between them
help to identify the ease involved in the maintenance task. The task complexity reflects
the inherent ease in a maintenance task. It is natural to draw parallels between Wood’s
task complexity model and a software maintainability measurement model. I define a
one-to-one mapping from the constructs in Wood’s model to the corresponding
constructs which characterize software maintenance tasks. The details of the TCM model
can be found in Section 3.1.
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In addition to defining the TCM model, a measurement protocol is needed to
obtain the measurement values consistently and repeatably. More specifically, the
measurement process must (1) identify the components of TCM model (i.e. products, acts
and information cues); (2) calculate the TCM measures.
Wood’s model describes the characteristics of tasks independent of individual
attributes. The key of such independence is that the analytical constructs are specified a
priori, not vice versa. In other words, the model components are identified from a task
specification, rather than from the behaviors of people performing the tasks. The “task
specification” mentioned in Wood’s work specifies a set of steps for performing the task
along with the information needed in those steps. Conversely, in software maintenance,
the change request is more like a requirement specification for the result of the task,
rather than a specification of the task itself. It specifies what functionalities the
“modified” software system should have, but not how to make those modifications.
Due to the unique nature of software maintenance tasks, a different approach is
proposed: first, extracting the model components from the code implementation of
individual maintainers for certain change task; then finding the subset of the model
components which are common to the maintainers who perform the same task (called
COMMON_SET); finally, calculating the TCM measures based on the model
components in the COMMON_SET.
The underlying assumption is that the COMMON_SET is determined only by the
software system and change task, since it represents the minimum resources (e.g.
information, etc.) needed to make the change. Some people might spend more resources
than necessary to complete the task, due to individual characteristics like the expertise.
But the COMMON_SET is a “MUST HAVE” toolkit to get the job done and is not
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dependent on who performs the job. The TCM measures, which are based on the
COMMON_SET, then “inherit” the ability to control the confounding effects of
individual maintainers.
1.4

Organization
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter II reviews the

related literature on maintainability measurement, task complexity and source code
changes characterization. Chapter III details the proposed research approach to
developing the TCM model and measurement protocol and outlines the empirical
approach used in this dissertation. Chapter IV presents a tool developed to support
application of TCM model. Chapter V details the experiment designs, data analysis, and
results from the empirical studies conducted to validate the proposed TCM model.
Chapter VI discuss the contributions of this dissertation to researchers and practitioners,
state the conclusion, and present future research directions.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
In most of software maintenance studies, researchers take either a product
perspective or a process perspective towards maintainability measurement. Section 2.1
provides an overview of the commonly used maintainability measures from the product
perspective and the process perspective. Section 2.2 discusses the types of studies that
have been conducted for maintainability prediction and the drawbacks of using existing
maintainability measures in those studies. To address those drawbacks, I propose a new
maintainability measurement model by applying Wood’s task complexity model from
human behavior studies to software maintenance. Section 2.3 reviews the previous
research on applying Wood’s model in the software maintenance context and how this
work is different from the previous work. Since the TCM model is at source code level,
Section 2.4 reviews the research on code-level change extraction and classification as
well as the relationship between these changes and maintainability.
2.1
2.1.1

Maintainability Measurement
Product Maintainability Measurement
The product perspective views maintainability as an attribute of the software

product and assesses maintainability in terms of internal software quality attributes.
Product measures are predictors or estimators of maintainability. Researchers can use
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these measures to make an early prediction or estimate of the ease with which software
can be modified.
Maintainability Index (MI), proposed by Coleman et al. [17], is a common
approach to maintainability estimation and is represented as a function of structural
measures including Halstead Volume, Extended Cyclomatic Complexity, Lines of Code.
Tahvildari et al. [60] proposed different models of the Maintainability Index based on
structural and complexity measures: Fan-Out, Data Complexity, McCabe Cyclomatic
Complexity, Halstead’s Effort.
Sneed [58] and Kozlov et al. [44] view maintainability as an internal quality
attribute of software, i.e. its measurement is not affected by the behavior of the software.
Maintainability is measured as a function of internal quality attributes: Modularity,
Portability, Readability, Testability, Reusability. These quality attributes are defined as
functions of program elements (e.g. statements, predicates, arguments, statements,
parameters) in the source code.
Subjective evaluation is also commonly used for maintainability measurement
[30, 33, 38, 55, 57]. Software engineers developing the system or external experts
provide a weighted sum of subjective values (usually on ordinal scale), which often
represent key design and implementation characteristics of the system such as cohesion,
coupling, and complexity. The Air Force Operation Test and Evaluation Center
(AFOTEC) pamphlet [2] has been used to guide maintainability evaluation in many
studies [17, 18, 51, 61]. The pamphlet specifies a rich set of instructions and standardized
questionnaires that provide a framework for obtaining subjective ratings of the
maintainability of source code, maintenance documentation and the implementation
(design).
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Product measures are sometimes validated against other maintainability measures
to test their prediction accuracy. Proposed measures have been validated by expert
opinions or subject assessments using AFOTEC guide or its abridged version [17, 18, 30,
51, 55, 61]. Expert opinions have also been empirically evaluated against structural
measures to determine their strengths and weaknesses for assessing maintainability.
Maintainability, measured as a function of internal attributes, has been tested for its
correlation with other internal quality attributes [44]. In this case, the relationship
between internal quality attributes themselves is examined rather than the relationship
between maintainability and internal quality attributes.
The TCM model is different from these product measures in that it measures the
actual ease of modifying the software rather than attempting to predict how difficult the
modifications will be. The TCM model also measures maintainability as an effect of the
software and the change request, rather than isolating the software from its environment.
In fact, for the same software system, various change requests will likely have different
levels of difficulty to implement. There is little benefit in discussing maintainability
independent of actual changes.
2.1.2

Process Maintainability Measures
By contrast, the process perspective views maintainability as a property of the

maintenance process. Maintenance effort (time spent) is the most commonly used process
measure for maintainability. Polo et al. [52] presented an empirical study on the
correlation analysis between simple code metrics and maintenance effort measured in
hours. De Lucia et al. [49] tried to identify the relationships between the Costs Required
for the Maintenance Effort measured as actual man-days spent and the Size of the Project.
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Hayes, et al. [34] analyzed the relationships between maintenance effort measured in
person-hours and various metrics in order to find out the best predictors of maintenance
effort. Banker et al. [7] analyzed the relationships between software complexity and
maintenance costs measured as expended hours on program comprehension and found
that complexity has a significant impact on maintenance costs.
In addition to maintenance effort, change-based measures are also widely used
for measuring maintainability. Fioravanti and Nesi [24] analyzed how various metrics
related to adaptive maintenance effort (AME) change over multiple system releases.
AME is measured in a code-based estimate model, which takes into account the addition,
deletion, modification and reuse of previous versions of the system. Lanning and
Khoshgoftaar [46] investigated the effect of code complexity on maintenance difficulty,
which is measured in the number of non-comment source lines added, deleted or moved.
Zhou et al. [64] and Van Koten et al. [43] both built prediction models of software
maintainability measured as the number of changes made to code during a maintenance
period. Lim et al. [47] empirically examined the maintainability of two functionally
equivalent versions of a credit approval system, one object oriented (OO) and the other
non-object oriented (NOO). In their study, maintainability was measured as total effort in
person-minutes and change volume (e.g. the number of modified executable LOC, the
number of pages changed in a document).
Another common measure is the number of faults or errors introduced during a
maintenance task. Kemerer [39] reviewed a large number of studies about the
relationships between software complexity and software maintenance performance
measured as the error rate in source code modifications. Lanning and Khoshgoftaar [46]
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also examined the maintenance difficulty in terms of number of program faults caused by
the maintenance process.
The software maintenance process involves many different and complex factors,
ranging from technological features to human dynamics and cognition [63]. As a result,
the process perspective measures a confounding effect of at least three factors comprising
various maintenance contexts, i.e. the change tasks, the maintainers, and the technical
features of the software system. Conversely, the TCM model focuses on the difficulty
caused by the software and the change task only. The TCM model is different from the
process measures especially in its ability to control and reduce the confounding effect of
individual attributes, e.g. the background and experiences of maintainers. By reducing
this effect of individuals, the TCM model increases the accuracy and scope of the
maintainability measures.
2.2

Maintainability Prediction
Regardless of whether product or process measures are used, the goal of most of

the studies discussed in Section 2.1 was to construct maintainability prediction systems to
support the assessment and control of software maintainability early in the development
life cycle. Prediction systems are built with internal quality attributes, using widely
studied source code and design metrics such as Halstead [31], McCabe Cyclomatic
Complexity [50], C&K OO metrics [13], MOOD metrics [32], Henderson-Sellers metrics
[35], and others[9] [10, 14, 36, 37, 48, 59]. Correlational studies and controlled
experiments are the two types of studies that are usually conducted to build such
prediction models [11]. Correlational studies try to demonstrate a statistical relationship
between internal quality attributes and maintainability by means of univariate or
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multivariate regression analysis. Controlled experiments go one step further to establish a
causal relationship by controlling some internal quality attributes and measuring their
effects on maintainability.
Correlational studies are far more numerous than controlled experiments because
controlled experiments are costly to conduct and correlational studies are usually the only
option in industrial settings. The process maintainability measures used in these studies
actually measure the confounding effects of many contextual factors in the maintenance
process. The internal quality attributes are just one of those factors. Since most
correlational studies exercise little control over contextual factors (e.g. development
teams, application domain, maintenance tasks), the prediction systems are valid only in
the maintenance environments specific to the studies.
Worse still, the prediction systems are rarely validated solidly. In a review of
empirical studies about OO quality measurement Briand and Wüst [11] found that one
half of the 33 correlational studies in their survey did not perform cross validation. Only
one study provided a R 2 metric as the goodness of fit for the prediction models. Even
fewer studies attempt to validate the models on different systems. Lacking control of
contextual factors and cross-system validations, it is impossible to generalize the results
of these correlational studies to different systems or environments. Even in controlled
experiments, participant variation presents a major concern that is difficult to fully
address through randomization or blocking for a small sample size [11].
From the task-complexity perspective, the TCM model measures maintainability
as an effect of the software and the change request, while reducing the confounding
effects of other contextual factors, especially the effect of individual differences in
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maintainers. Use of the TCM Model enables generalization and integration of the findings
of individual studies in various maintenance contexts.
2.3

Task Complexity
The idea of using the task complexity perspective in software maintenance is not

novel. Bank, et al. [8] applied Wood’s psychological view of complexity to identify
software complexity dimensions that affect maintenance, i.e. data density, decision
density and decision volatility. They then examined software complexity in each
dimension to identify its effect as an intermediate variable linking design and
development decisions to their downstream impact on software maintenance. The results
suggested that software complexity is an important link between software development
practices and maintenance performance.
In a more recent example, Wood’s model was used to identify coupling and
cohesion as the two dominant dimensions of the structural complexity of software [19].
The effect of these two dimensions on the maintenance effort and the interaction between
them was examined empirically. The results showed a significant interaction effect even
though there was no main effect for either dimension.
My research is similar to these studies in that I apply Wood’s model in a software
maintenance context. But my work is different in that I will apply Wood’s model to
examine the difficulty or complexity involved in the maintenance task, while the previous
studies focused on the complexity of software itself.
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2.4

Code Change Extraction
The model elements of the proposed TCM model are extracted from code-level

changes (see Section 3.2). Therefore, the identification and characterization of source
code changes is an important component of the measurement protocol.
Kim, et al., described a taxonomy of signature changes, that is, small changes to
function names, parameters, or orderings in source code [40]. The original goal was to
understand how the abstraction (function signature) of the system evolves and to
investigate the signature change impact. Later, the taxonomy was used to predict the
existence of bugs in software changes [42]. The author also discovered certain common
properties of signature changes in several large open source projects [41]. My work is
different from Kim’s in that when applying the TCM model I considered not only the
changes to the function signature, but also to the function body. I believe both types of
changes contribute to the difficulty in implementing the change request. In addition, Kim,
et al. try to find the relationship between the change characteristics and one type of
performance measures, i.e. bugs introduced by software changes. My work is to develop
a maintainability measurement model built on the change characteristics.
Ren, et al., developed a tool, Chianti, analyzing the change impact on test cases.
Chianti compares two versions of an application and decomposes their difference into a
set of atomic changes. The change taxonomy includes adding, deleting, and modifying
fields, methods, and classes in source code [53]. Change impact is then reported in terms
of affected (regression or unit) tests whose execution behavior may have been modified
by the applied changes. Due to the different goals for characterizing changes, Ren’s
definition of atomic changes has different focus from mine. For example, 8 out of 16
atomic changes defined are related to Initializer. The reason might be that the changes to
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Initializer have different impact on test cases from other methods so the Initializer-related
characteristics need to be captured in atomic changes. When applying TCM model,
however, we don’t differentiate the changes made to Initializer and non-Initializer
method, since such characteristic is not defined in TCM model and there is no evidence
in literature showing that it’s related to the maintainability.
Others have looked at atomic changes and their effect on code structures such as
scope changes, inheritance deviation, modifier, attribute, class declaration, interface, and
variable changes [12, 25, 45]. Fluri, et al. [25] defined source code changes according to
tree edit operations in the abstract syntax tree and associated each change type with a
significant level that expresses how much a change may impact other source entities and
whether a change may be functionality-modifying or functionality-preserving. A tool,
CHANGEDISTILLER, was developed to automatically extract code changes and classify
them into the corresponding change types. I borrowed Fluri’s definition of source code
change when measuring the TCM model component, Act. An Act is identified as a source
code change extracted by CHANGEDISTILLER tool.
The TCM model is different from Fluri’s change taxonomy in that TCM model is
defined on a finer-grained level – not only the source code itself, but also the Info Cues
involved in each change. For example, for a source code change of
STATEMENT_INSERT type, it could be an insertion of IF_STATEMENT,
RETURN_STATEMENT, METHOD_INVOCATION, etc. The Info Cues involved
might include the condition expression, object called, the method invoked, and the
parameters passed into the method. No matter what types of statements inserted and
what types of Info Cues involved, Fluri’s taxonomy classifies them as the same type of
source code change (STATEMENT_INSERT) and assigns the same significant level
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(“Medium”). The TCM model, however, measures the maintainability by considering
both the change (Act) and Info Cues contained as well as the relationship between them. I
extended CHANGEDISTILLER tool to implement the automatic extraction of Info Cues
from source code changes. More details are discussed in Chapter IV.
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CHAPTER III
RESEARCH APPRAOCH
This chapter describes the research approach for developing and validating the
maintainability measurement model. Section 3.1 presents the model constructs of the
TCM model. Section 3.2 describes a measurement protocol by detailing the process of
how to apply the TCM model to obtain maintainability measures. Section 3.3 provides
formal definitions and notations for the concepts in the TCM model and in the
measurement protocol. Finally, section 3.4 provides an overview of the empirical
approach to validate the TCM model.
3.1

TCM Model
By mapping Wood’s model to the context of software maintenance, I derived the

TCM model shown in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1

Mapping Wood’s Model to Software Maintainability
Wood’s Model
Product
Act
Info Cues

Component Complexity
Coordinate Complexity
Dynamic Complexity

TCM Model
Changed Software System
Different types of change actions, e.g.
addition, deletion or modification of the code
Pieces of the information required for the
maintainers to perform the acts properly
A measure of the number change actions,
weighted by the amount of information in the
Info Cues processed by the actions
A measure of the relationship between Acts
and Info Cues
Not considered in current model
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Product is the software after the maintenance task is performed.
Act is an atomic action with some identifiable purpose. In the context of the TCM
model, an Act is a change action such as adding, deleting or modifying the code. The Act
is limited to the change implementation action for two reasons. First, by my definition,
maintainability refers only to the difficulty of modifying the software. The difficulty of
program comprehension beforehand or of testing afterwards is outside the scope of this
work. Second, it is true that the process of implementing changes involves actions other
than coding, e.g. reading and thinking. But, these actions are cognitive activities that are
very difficult, if not impossible, to identify solely from the software maintenance tasks.
The coding actions, by contrast, are more physical and thus easier to specify and identify.
Info Cues are pieces of information required to perform the acts. From the
definition of maintainability, the ease of modifying software results from two main
sources, the software itself and the change request. The Info Cues come from these
sources.
Component Complexity is a measure of the number of change actions, weighted
by the amount of information processed by each action. Different metrics measure the
amount information contained in the Info Cues and will affect the resulting component
complexity metric.
Coordinate Complexity is a measure of the relationship between task inputs. The
form, the strength, and the sequencing of the relationships are all considered to be aspects
of coordinate complexity. For example, the relationship between two Acts can be a
precedence relationship (i.e. one Act must be performed before another). At a more
specific level, coordinate complexity even includes timing, frequency, intensity and
location requirements for the required Acts and Info Cues. The more complex the timing,
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frequency, intensity, and location requirements, the more difficult it is to perform the
task.
Dynamic Complexity is a measure of the changes in the relationship between task
inputs and products (e.g. cause-effect chain or means-end hierarchy) caused by changes
in the states of the world. Since software maintenance tasks are not dynamically complex
tasks (i.e. the parameter values for the relationships between task inputs and products are
non-stationary), this third dimension of task complexity is not included in the current
TCM model.
The total TCM measure is determined by the combination of component and
coordinate complexity. The more actions and information needed, or the more complex
the relationship between them, the more difficult the maintenance task. Therefore, the
relationship between the complexity dimensions and the total TCM measure is:
•

The higher the component complexity, the lower the TCM measure.

•

The higher the coordinate complexity, the lower the TCM measure.

The component complexity and coordinate complexity measures are not
combined into one single “total” TCM measure. The reason is that these complexity
dimensions capture two different and relatively independent aspects of the complexity
(difficulty) involved in making changes. Prior to obtaining a better understanding of the
nature of the relationship between these complexity dimensions, there is no way to
combine them into one single measure without losing or misrepresenting the information
originally contained in them. Quality assessment can be achieved by comparing the
relative maintainability of the software systems measured by TCM measures (Section
1.2.2). As to the quality control activities (Section 1.2.2), the maintainability baseline can
be built directly in terms of two complexity measures. When evaluating the current
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system, the complexity dimensions are compared against the predetermined metric values
(baseline) to check whether the maintainability falls out the quality limit. In summary, the
two complexity dimensions of the TCM model adequately serve the quality assurance
purposes and do not need to be combined into a single maintainability metric.
3.2

Measurement Protocol
As mentioned in Section 1.3, a measurement protocol is necessary for obtaining

the measurement values consistently and repeatably. Section 3.2.1 describes how to
identify the model components, acts and Info Cues, of the TCM model. Section 3.2.2
describes how to calculate the complexity metrics for the two dimensions of the TCM
model.
3.2.1

Identification of Model Components
The product is the output of a maintenance task, i.e. the changed software system.

Because identification of the product is straightforward, this section only details how to
identify Acts and Info Cues. Both components are extracted from the code after
maintainers implement a change, including added code, deleted code and modified code
(only part of the code changed).
3.2.1.1

Acts
Acts are defined as change actions such as adding, deleting or modifying the

code. In a practical sense, Acts are identified as different types of source code changes in
the taxonomy proposed by Fluri [25]. Source code is represented by an abstract syntax
tree (AST) and the source code changes are represented as the basic tree edit operations –
insert, delete, move and update – on AST nodes. The taxonomy translates these tree edit
operations into 35 types of concrete source code changes (Appendix A). The current
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taxonomy focuses on object-oriented programming languages (OOPLs) and Java in
particular. By adjusting the change type extraction, the taxonomy can also be used for
other OOPLs. The AST edit-based change type provides not only the information of
which particular source code entity (e.g. attributes, classes and methods) has changed, but
also where the change occurred (e.g. if-statement, while-statement, and variabledeclaration-statement). Each type of source code change is identified as a change action
– an Act.
Acts are classified into the following four types according to the types of tree edit
operations the changes are based on:
ADD: Insert. A new source code entity is added. Source code changes in this
category include: ADDITIONAL_FUNCTIONALITY,
ADDITIONAL_OBJECT_STATE, STATEMENT_INCLUDE, etc.
DEL: Delete. An existing source code entity is deleted. Source code changes in
this category include: REMOVAL_FUNCTIONALITY, ELSE_PART_DELETE,
STATEMENT_DELETE, etc.
UPDATE: An existing source code entity is partially changed. For example, in a
method invocation, a new variable replaces the old one being passed as the parameter
into the method. Source code changes in this category include:
ATTRIBUTE_RENAMING, STATEMENT_UPDATE, etc.
MOVE: The source code entity itself is untouched, but its depth in the abstract
syntax tree (AST) is changed (increased or decreased). For example, when a code
statement is moved into the if-branch of a newly created if-else statement, the depth of
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the code statement in AST will increase. 2 Source code changes in this category include
STATEMENT_ORDERING_CHANGE, STATEMENT_PARENT_CHANGE, etc.
3.2.1.2

Info Cues
The Info Cues are defined as the pieces of information needed to perform the acts

properly. In this work, only the information referenced in the code changes is identified
as Info Cues. Maintainers might acquire and process additional information when
changing the code. But because the cognitive activities of the maintainers are
unobservable, the information they used can only be determined by what is actually
recorded, i.e. the changes made to the code. This set of Info Cues is the minimum set of
Info Cues needed to perform the change task. The maintainers must, at least, understand
and process these information pieces before they can reference them in the code.
The unit of Info Cues is Program Elements (PEs) in the code. For each PE, the
following information is collected:
NAME: the name of the PE as it appears in the code
TYPE: the possible types of a PE, including attribute, local variable (locV),
parameter (param), method, class, or constant
V_TYPE: the types of possible values for a PE. For methods, denoted as “M”. For
attributes, local variables, parameters, or constants, if its value is an object (an instance
of a class), then denoted as “O”; if its value is a primitive type like int, string, etc., then
denoted as “P”. For classes, denoted as “C”.
ACT: the types of the corresponding Acts of the code statement where the PEs are
extracted, which can be ADD, DEL, UPD or MOV.

2

Suppose the newly created if-else statement is at the same level of AST as the code statement before movement.
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OP: the types of change operations made to the PEs. A PE (or the reference to it)
can be added (A), deleted (D), or unchanged (U). OP is different from ACT in that OP is
on the granularity of PEs while ACT is on the granularity of code statement (or Act). One
code change might involve several PEs and the operations made to them might not be the
same. For example, for EDIT A.16 “Statement Update” (or UPDATE type Act), only part
of the code statement changes (e.g. a parameter changed in a method invocation); the
other PEs in the statement are untouched.
SOURCE: the types of the sources for the PEs, including original code (OC),
change request (CR), or changed code (CC).
•

Original code: the changed code references a PE in the original code, e.g. a
reference to an OLD attribute, local variable, or parameter, or an invocation
of an OLD method, or creating an instance of an OLD class.

•

Change requests: the PE is an implementation of the information provided in
the change requests.

•

Changed code: the changed code references a PE in the newly changed code,
e.g. a reference to an NEW attribute, local variable, or parameter, or an
invocation of an NEW or CHANGED method, or creating an instance of an
NEW class.

OWNER: the owner of the PEs. For attributes or methods, it is the class that owns
them; for classes or constants, it is “N/A”; for other PEs, it is the method that owns them.
CLASS: the type class of the PE. If the PE is of primitive type (V_TYPE is “P”),
e.g. int, string, char, then record it as its type; for methods and classes, it is “N/A”; for
other PEs, it is the class of which the PE is an instance.
COUNT: the number of occurrences of the PE.
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The attributes of the PEs are summarized in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2

Attributes of Program Elements
Attributes
NAME
TYPE
V_TYPE
ACT
OP
SOURCE
OWNER
CLASS
COUNT

Definitions

Name of the PE
Type of the PE
Type of possible values of the PE
Type of Acts where the PE is extracted
Type of change operations made to the PE
Type of the sources for the PE
Owner of the PE
Type class of the PE
Number of occurrences of the PE

As an example of how to extract the Info Cues from the changed code, Table 3.3
shows four code changes along with their corresponding ACT Types. The original code is
shown on the left side of “” and the code after changes is shown on the right side of
“”. More details of these four code changes can be found in APPENDIX B. Table 3.4
shows the Info Cues extracted from the changed code in Table 3.2. Due to the space
limit, Table 3.4 uses some abbreviations for the Info Cue attributes in the column titles of
Table 3.4: V_T is short for V_TYPE, SCE for SOURCE, and CT for COUNT.
Table 3.3

Examples of Code Changes

No. ACT_TYPE
Code Samples
1
ADD
buillionDisp = new Dispenser(“buillion”, 50);
2
DEL
Private int drinkPrice =5;
3
UPDATE
cashBox.deduct(drinkPrice)cashBox.deduct(product.price())
if (choice==4){
4
MOVE
cupDisp.dispense()
cupDisp.dispense()}
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Table 3.4

Examples of Info Cues Extracted

No.
NAME
TYPE V_T ACT
1
ADD
“buillion” constant P
2 buillionDisp attribute O ADD
3 Dispenser() method M ADD
4
DEL
drinkPrice attribute P
5
UPD
drinkPrice attribute P
6
LocV
O
UPD
product
7

price()

method

M

8

cashBox

param

O

9
10
11

deduct
cupDisp
dispense()

method
attribute
method

M
O
M

Figure 3.1

OP SCE OWNER
A
CR
N/A
A
CR FrontPanel
A
OC Dispenser
D
OC FrontPanel
D
OC FrontPanel
FrontPanel.
A
OC
select()
UPD A
CC
Product
FrontPanel.
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Example of the Change Task

Info Cues No.1-3 in Table 3.4 are all extracted from code change No.1 in Table
3.3. We inferred that Info Cue No.1&2 were coming from change request (SOURCE is
“CR”) since we traced them back to the change task description as shown in Figure 3.1.
Info Cue No.4 is extracted from code change No.2, a deletion of an attribute.
Info Cues No.5-9 are extracted from code change No.3. drinkPrice, the parameter
of the method invocation cashBox.deduct() in the original code, is replace by
product.price(). Though the ACT types are “UPD” (UPDATE) for all these Info Cues,
their OP types are different: drinkPrince’s is “D” while product’s and price()‘s are “A”
since the former can be viewed as “deleted” and the latter is “added”; cashBox and
deduct() stays unchanged so their OP types are “U”. price() is a newly created method
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which is referenced in change No.3. So we recorded the SOURCE of Info Cue price() as
“CC”, which means it neither comes from the original code (OC) nor from the change
request (CC). It references some other changed code (CC).
Info Cues No.10-11 are extracted from code change No.4. Due to a newly added
if-else statement, the two Info Cues are “MOVED” to a place with the increased depth in
the AST of the program.
The above process is repeated for each line of code changed. A tool has been
developed to automate the process of extracting Acts and Info Cues from source code
changes. More details are discussed in Chapter IV.
3.2.2

COMMON_SET
COMMON_SET is the subset of the model components which are common to the

maintainers who perform the same task. Suppose there are multiple maintainers working
on the same task separately. After identifying the Acts and Info Cues from the changed
code of each individual maintainer, the next step is to find the COMMON_SET. The
following rules specify whether two components are equal so that the components
identified from different maintainers can be compared and the common part can be
found:
•

Two Acts are equal if the source code changes are exactly the same.

•

Two Info Cues are equal if any of the following conditions are satisfied:
o If the SOURCE is OC (original codes) or CR (change request), then two
PEs are the same if they have the same NAME, TYPE, OWNER and
CLASS
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o If the SOURCE is CC (changed codes) and TYPE is not methods or
classes, then two PEs are the same if they have the same TYPE, OWNER
and CLASS. In other words, for newly created or changed PEs, they can
be decided as “same” even though they have different NAMEs.
o If the SOURCE is CC (changed codes) and TYPE is methods, then two
PEs are the same if they have the same OWNER and CHILD_SET.
CHILD_SET of a PE is defined as the set of PEs of which OWNER is that
PE. More specifically, CHILD_SET of a PE of method type is the set of
all the PEs (local variable, parameter, methods invocations) of or inside
the body of this method.
o If the SOURCE is CC (changed codes) and TYPE is classes, then two PEs
are the same if they have the same if they have the same CHILD_SET.
CHILD_SET of a PE of class type is the set of all the PEs (attributes,
methods) of this class.
Identification of the COMMON_SET is based on the presence of code from a
multiple maintainers working independently on the same change task for the same
software system. In cases where there is only one maintainer, the maintainability
measures will be calculated based on the Acts and Info Cues extracted from the code of
the single maintainer.
3.2.3

Calculation of TCM Measures
Once the COMMON_SET is identified, TCM measures can be calculated in

different complexity dimensions. At this point, only the calculation rules for Component
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Complexity are defined. The calculation of Coordinate Complexity will be discussed as a
part of proposed work in chapter 4.
3.2.3.1

Component Complexity
Component complexity is a measure of the number change actions, weighted by

the amount of information processed by the actions. In Wood’s original model,
component complexity is defined by the following formula:
n

TC = ∑Wi

(3.1)

i=1

where n is the number of distinct acts, Wi is the number of Info Cues to be
processed in the performance of Act i. In other words, the component complexity is
measured as the total number of Info Cues processed in all the acts of performing the
task.
Following the same idea, in TCM model, component complexity is measured as
the total amount of information in all the Info Cues identified in the changed code. There
are two aspects to consider: 1) how to measure a single Info Cue; 2) how to add up the
measures of the single Info Cues.
Size measures are used here to measure the amount of information contained in
the Info Cues. The assumption is that the larger the size of an Info Cue, the more
information it contains. The following size measures are used to measure the information
in a single Info Cue (denoted as ic):
When the SOURCE of ic is OC (original code) or CC (changed code)
MS1 : LOC (Lines of codes)

•

If V_TYPE of ic is “M”, i.e. a method M, MS1 (ic)= LOC (M).

•

If V_TYPE of ic is “C”, i.e. a Class A, MS1 (ic)= LOC (A).
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MS 2 : MImpl (Method Implementation)

•

If V_TYPE of ic is “M”, i.e. a method M, MS 2 (ic)= =( Σ #Parameters, Σ
#Methods_invocations, Σ #Attributes_references).

•

If V_TYPE of ic is “C”, i.e. a Class A, MS 2 (ic)= ( Σ #Attributes, Σ
MS 2 (Methods) )

MS 3 : MIntl (Method Interface)
•

If V_TYPE of ic is “M”, i.e. a method M, MS 3 (ic)= =( Σ #Parameters).

•

If V_TYPE of ic is “C”, i.e. a Class A, MS 3 (ic)= ( Σ #Attributes, Σ

MS3 (Methods) )
For all the size measures MSi defined above (i=1,2,3), the following rules apply
when SOURCE is not OC or CC, or V_TYPE is neither “M” nor “C” or:
•

If SOURCE of ic is CR (change request), MSi (ic)=1.

•

If V_TYPE of ic is “P” (primitive types, e..g int, string), MSi (ic)=1.

•

If V_TYPE of ic is “O”, i.e. an instance of Class C, MSi (ic)= MSi (C)

Here the operator # denotes the count of PEs after it. For example, #Parameters
denotes the number of Parameters in a Method. Σ denotes the sum operation. Σ
#Attributes denotes the total number of Attributes in a Class. Σ MSi (Methods) (i=2,3)
denotes the sum of the size measure MSi for all the Methods in a Class.
MS1 , MS 2 and MS 3 measure the size from different perspectives. MS1 simply

uses the lines of code as the measure for the amount of information that an Info Cue
contains. MS 2 and MS 3 measure the composite Info Cue in terms of the sum of the
component Info Cues it contains. A composite Info Cue is a PE which contains other PEs
as constitutes. The PE contained by the composite Info Cue is the component Info Cues.
For example, a Class contains Attributes and Methods, so Class is a composite Info Cue
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while Attributes and Methods are component Info Cues. Composite and component Info
Cue always appear together. There is no sense talking about an Info Cue being composite
or component in isolation. Method is a component Info Cue in the context of Class, but
when put with Parameter, it becomes the composite and Parameter is the component
Info Cue. Back to the discussion of MS 2 and MS 3 measures. For example, the “C”type (Class) Info Cue is measured as the total number of attributes it owns plus the “sum
size” of all the methods of the Class. The size of a “M”-type (method) Info Cue, in turn,
is measured as the number of program elements it references. The difference between
MS 2 and MS 3 is that MS 3 only counts the parameters, while MS 2 also considers

attributes and methods referenced inside the method.
MS1 is appropriate if the amount of information contained in the program element

can be approximated by LOC. But, there are different types of code statements, and the
information contained in them might not be same. For example, one line of code could be
a simple variable declaration or a complex method invocation. LOC does not tell the
difference between them. Programming styles could also affect the LOC. MS1 treats all
LOCs the same, which might result in some problem in accuracy and validity. MS 2 and

MS 3 are based on the assumption that the information in a composite Info Cue can be
measured as the sum of the information of all its components. For example, the
information in a Class is the sum of the information in its Attributes and Methods. The
difference between MS 2 and MS 3 is that MS 2 measures the information in a Method by
considering its implementation (PEs referenced inside the method body), while MS 3
considers the method interface (parameters) only. Both MS 2 and MS 3 are used because
it is not clear which information (implementation or interface) will actually be processed
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(by the human mind) when invoking a method. The MS1 metrics are also used because
LOC is the most common size measures.
In addition to defining measures for single Info Cues, an approach is needed to
sum the individual measures to calculate the overall component complexity. In the case
of multiple occurrences of an Info Cue (i.e. COUNT>1), it is assumed that there is no
difference between the difficulty in processing an Info Cue the first time encountered and
the subsequent times. Thus the total component complexity CMC of { ick } can be
calculated as follows:
CMCi =

∑ MS (ic ) × N
i

i=1

k

k

(3.2)

where i =1, 2, 3.
3.2.3.2

Coordinate Complexity
As defined in Section 3.1, coordinate complexity is a measure of the specific

aspects of the relationships between task inputs. One aspect is the sequencing of acts that
is required to accomplish the change task. For example, any Act which references a
newly added Info Cue should not occur BEFORE the Act which actually adds that new
Info Cue. Similarly, an Act deleting some Info Cue is usually followed by the Acts which
clear the references to the Info Cue deleted. Such sequencing relationship is called a
precedence relationship. As the number of precedence relationships increases, the ease of
performing the change task (i.e. maintainability) will decease because more knowledge
and skill is required to coordinate longer sequences of Acts and Info Cues. The following
formula defined by Wood [62] was borrowed to capture the complexity of precedence
relations:
CRC1 =

n

∑r
i=1

(3.3)

i
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where CRC is short for “coordinate complexity”, n is the number of Acts, ri is the
number of precedence relations between the r th Act and all other Acts.
Another aspect of coordinate complexity is the location (or distance) of Acts and
Info Cues. Cant, et al. [12] recognized that programmers often use tracing in problem
solving of software tasks. Tracing is the technique of scanning quickly through a
program, either forward or backward, in order to identify relevant chunks (i.e. code
sections). In the cognitive complexity model proposed by Cant, et al. [12], the spatial
separation of two code chunks (sections) contributes to the difficulty of the tracing. In
the maintenance task, maintainers also use tracing to identify potential change areas and
ripple effects. Therefore, the spatial distance of Acts and Info Cues contribute
maintainability. The further away the Acts and Info Cues, the more difficult to make the
changes. Two types of distance will be examined: between Acts, and between Acts and
Info Cues. The distance between the Info Cues within the same Act can be obtained
indirectly via the distance between Acts and Info Cues and thus will not be calculated
separately.
The locations of two Acts can be: in the same method (in-method), in the same
class (in-class), or in different classes (between-class). A ordinal measure is defined for
these relative locations, based on the distance between them (e.g. in-method=1, inclass=2, diff-class=3). The median distance between two Acts can be defined as
n

CRC2 = median (d i, j )
i, j =1∧i ≠ j

(3.4)

where n is the number of Acts, d i, j is the distance measure of Acts i and j.
The distance between Acts and Info Cues depends on the relative locations of the
code statements and the PEs referenced in the code. Table 3.5 shows the possible relative
locations of Acts and Info Cues with a distance metric. The possible locations of code
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statements include in a class C (e.g. add a new attribute) and in a method m() (e.g.
changes to the method body). The distance of an Info Cue to the Act depends on the Type
and the Owner of the Info Cue. For example, for an Info Cue of attribute type, it can be
owned by the same class as the method in which the Act is located in or by a different
class. The relative locations between Acts and Info Cues fall into the same three
categories as between-Acts, i.e. in the same method (in-method), in the same class (inclass), and in different classes (between-class), and assign the same distance metric to
each category. In the example mentioned above, the former case implies a method
referencing its own attribute, which is an in-class distance=2, while the latter case implies
the method referencing the attribute of another class, which is a diff-class distance=3.
The distance to any constant Info Cue is set as “0”. Similarly, the average distance
between an Act and the Info Cues referenced is defined as
n

CRC3 = median (d i )

(3.5)

i =1

where n is the total number of Info Cues identified, d i is the distance of Info Cue
i and Act in which it’s referenced.
Table 3.5

Relative Locations of Acts and Info Cues

Act
Class C

method m()
of Class C
C. m()

Info Cue
Type
Owner
Attribute
Class C
Method
Class C
Class C
Attribute
Class D
Class C
Method
Class D
Local Variable
C.m()
Parameter
C.m()
Constant
N/A
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Distance
Type
Metric
2
in-class
2
in-class
2
in-class
3
between-class
2
in-class
3
between-class
1
in-method
1
in-method
N/A
0

When there are change solutions of more than one maintainer available, CRC1
and CRC2 are calculated based on the COMMON_SET of Acts and CRC3 is calculated
based on the COMMON_SET of Info Cues. If the same Info Cue is referenced by
different Acts of different maintainers, then d i in (3.8) is the shortest distance among
them. For example, Info Cue i is among the COMMON_SET of the Info Cues extracted
from maintainer A and maintainer B. In maintainer A’s solution Info Cue i is referenced
by Act j, while in B’s solution Info Cue i is referenced by Act k. Then d i in (3.8) will be
min{ d i, j , d i,k }.
The total coordinate complexity is the sum of the CRC defined in (3.6-3.8):

CRC T =

3

∑ CRCi

(3.6)

i =1

3.3

Definitions
This section provides some formal definitions and notations for the concepts in

the maintainability model and measurement protocol presented above. These definitions
and notations also provide a basis for the discussion of the model evaluation results in
Section 3.4.
3.3.1

Sets of Info Cues
•

IC d ,

c, s

is the set of Info Cues obtained from the code of subject s for design

d performing change task c.
•
•

| IC d ,

IC d ,

(3.8)
denotes the Union of all the Info Cues obtained from the code of the

c, s

c

(3.7)

| denotes the set size, i.e. the number of Info Cues in the set

subjects for design d performing change task c, i.e.
IC d ,

c

=  IC d ,
s∈S

c, s

where S is the set of subjects in design group d.
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(3.9)

•
3.3.2

| IC d ,

c

| denotes the set size of IC d , c .

(3.10)

Set of Info Cue Counts
•

ic_count is a pair < ic, k >, where ic is an Info Cue and k is the count of
occurrences of ic .

•

(3.11)

A function δ is defined to calculate the difference between two ic_counts as
follows:

0

δ (< ic, k 1 >, < ic, k 2 >) =  | k 1 − k 2 |
 k +k
 1
2

if k 1 = k 2 = 0
(3.12)

otherwise

The difference between two ic_counts can only be calculated if the first
elements (ic) in the pairs are the same.
•

ICCt d ,

c, s

is the set of ic_count,
ICCt d , c, s = {< ic, k >| ic ∈ IC d ,

(3.13)

c, s

k is the count of occurrences of ic in the code of subject s for change task c
on design d}. | ICCt d ,

c, s

| denotes the size of the set, i.e. the number of

ic_count pairs in the set.
•

A ICCt set is trivial when for each Info Cue in the set, the number of its
occurrences is zero, denoted as:
=φ
ICCt d , c, s

(3.14)

if k = 0 for each < ic, k >∈ ICCt d , c, s
•

The equality relation “=” on ICCt d , c, s is defined as:
ICCt d , c, si

= ICCt d , c, s iff

(3.15)

2

(1) | ICCt d , c, s | = | ICCt d , c, s |;
i

2

(2) for each < ic1 , k1 >∈ ICCt d , c, s ,there is < ic2 , k 2 >∈ ICCt d , c, s ∧ k1 = k 2
i

2

In addition to the equality relation, two ICCt sets can be different.
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•

A function diff is defined to calculate the difference between two ICCt sets as
follows:
1
∑ δ (< ic j , k1, j >, < ic j , k 2, j >) (3.16)
n
>∈ ICCtd , c, s ∧ < ic j , k 2, j >∈ ICCtd , c, s ,

diff ( ICCt d , c, s , ICCt d , c, s ) =
2

i

for each ic j ∈ IC d ,

c

∧ < ic j , k1, j

1

1

1
where n = (| ICCt d , c, s | + | ICCt d , c, s |).
2
2

i

3.3.3

Common Set
•

ComSet d , c, S denotes the COMMON_SET obtained from the a subset of

subjects S, for design d performing change task c,
ComSet d , c, S =
{< ic, k >| ic ∈  IC d , c, s , k=min{ k j | s j ∈ S ∧ < ic, k j > ∈ ICCt d , c, s }}

(3.17)

j

s∈S

where S= {s1 , s 2 ,..., s m } .
ComSet d , c, S is also a set of ic_count, where ic is from the intersection of the Info

Cues of each subject in the group, and count is the minimum of the number of
occurrences for all subjects.
For example, ComSet A, C 2, {s ,s
1

2 ,s 5 }

denotes the COMMON_SET obtained from a

sub-group of subjects {s1 , s 2 , s3 } for design A performing change task C2 . For each <

ic, k > ∈ ComSet A, C 2, {s ,s
1

2 ,s 5 }

, there must be: ic, k1 > ∈ ComSet A, C 2, s ∧ < ic, k 2 > ∈
1

ComSet A, C 2, s2 ∧ < ic, k 3 > ∈ ComSet A, C 2, s3 ∧ k = min{k1 , k 2 , k 3 } .

The definition of equality relation, trivial set and function diff also applies to
ComSet.
•

CSDiff is a measure of the difference between two Common Sets based on the
function diff :
= diff ( ComSet d , c, S , ComSet d , c, S ) (3.18)

CSDiff d , c, S1 , S 2

1

By definition of diff, CSDiff d , c, S ,S ∈ [0, 1], and
1

2
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2

(1) CSDiff d , c, S ,S = 0 if ComSet d , c, S = ComSet d , c, S ;
1

2

1

2

(2) CSDiff d , c, S ,S = 1 if ComSet d , c, S = φ or ComSet d , c, S = φ .
1

2

1

2

In other words, if two Common Sets are exactly the same, then the CSDiff of the
two sets is 0 (no difference); if one of the two sets is a trivial set, the CSDiff is 1
(completely different).
3.3.4

Maintainability Attribute and Measures
•

Ad , c is the maintainability attribute for change task c on design d.

(3.19)

Ad , c is an abstract attribute that cannot be measured directly. Various

maintainability measures including the TCM measures are measuring it
indirectly.
•

CMC d , c, S is the Component Complexity metric calculated based on the code

solutions of a group of subjects S = {s1 , s 2 ,..., s k } for design d performing
task c.
•

(3.20)

CRCd , c, S is the Coordinate Complexity metric calculated based on the code

solutions of a group of subjects S = {s1 , s 2 ,..., s k } for design d performing
task c.
•

(3.21)

M d , c, S denotes the maintainability metric derived from CMC d , c, S and
CRCd , c, S which satisfies the following relationship rules:
CMCd , c, Si < CMCd , c, S j

⇔ M d , c, Si > M d , c, S j

CRCd , c, Si < CRCd , c, S j

⇔ M d , c, Si > M d , c, S j

CMCd , c, Si > CMCd , c, S j ⇔ M d , c, Si < M d , c, S j
CRCd , c, Si > CRCd , c, S j

⇔ M d , c, Si < M d , c, S j

CMCd , c, Si = CMCd , c, S j

⇔ M d , c, Si = M d , c, S j
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⇔ M d , c, Si = M d , c, S j

CRCd , c, Si = CRCd , c, S j

(3.22)

M d , c, S does not represent a “real” metric in the sense that it does not have any

real value. M d , c, S is defined for the purpose of representing the concept of relative
maintainability, i.e. the ranks of maintainability. M d , c, S always appears in the relation
expressions as in (3.22), denoting the relative maintainability between the software
systems to be compared.
Similarly, we could define the group-based Time, Size and Correctness measures
as follows:
•

Tdg, c, S , Cordg, c, S , Sizedg, c, S are the measures of Time, Size and Correctness for

a group of subjects S = {s1 , s2 ,..., sk } to complete task c on design d, using a
group-average method g, where g ∈{Avg, Min, Max} . For example,
TA,AvgC 3, {s1 ,s2 ,s3 } is the average time for subjects s1 , s2 , s3 to finish task C3 on

design A.

(3.23)

For an individual subject, i.e. when |S| =1, g is not necessary, and subject No. si
can be used instead of S. For example, SizeB , C 2, s denotes the change size of subject s1 ’s
1

solution to task C2 on design B.
3.3.5

Group Formation
•

S dm is as a “virtual” group formed by randomly selecting m subjects from the

design group d, where d ∈ { A , B }, 1 ≤ m < n , n is the total number of
subjects in each group.
•

S

m
d

(3.24)

= { S dm, i | 1 ≤ i ≤ C mn } is the set of all the possible “virtual” groups with

size m. The size of

S

m
d

is C mn , since for a given m, there are C mn (m-
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combinations on a set with size of n) different ways to select subjects and
form such “virtual” groups, i.e. |  S dm | = C mn .
•

(3.25)

ComSet md , c is the “intersection” of the COMMON_SETs of all the possible

formations of group size m for change task c on design d:
ComSet md , c =

{< ic, k >| ∀S i ∈  S dm < ic, k i >∈ComSet d ,c, S ∧ k = min { ki }}
i

•

(3.26)

CSDiff dm, c is the group deviation, a measure of the average difference in the

COMMON_SETs between the “virtual group” of size m and the real group of
size n for change task c on design d:
1
CSDiff dm, c = n ∑ CSDiff d , c, S ,S
C m Si∈  Sdm
i

•

M

m
d, c

n

is the “average” of our maintainability metrics for all the possible

formations of group size m for change task c on design d:
m
1
= n ∑ M d , c, S
M d, c
C m Si ∈  Sdm
i

3.4

(3.27)

(3.28)

Empirical Validation of TCM Model
Prior to using a software measure or measurement model, it should be validated to

determine whether it measures what it purports to measure [56]. Three studies were
conducted to evaluate the validity of TCM model. The first two studies were originally
planned and conducted by Arisholm to investigate different research questions [5, 6].
However, the data collected in those studies were reanalyzed to validate the TCM model
in this dissertation. It is a common practice to reuse previous experimental data and lab
package to test out some new method or theory in empirical software engineering. The
third study consists of two experiments conducted in two undergraduate classes at
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Mississippi State University (MSU) and a split-level class (i.e. graduate and senior
undergraduate) at University of Alabama (UA). The three studies have a similar but
slightly different experiment design. The validation goals of the studies are:
Goal 1: Determine if TCM measures satisfy the validity criteria
Goal 2: Determine if TCM measures provide a more accurate measurement of
maintainability than traditional process measures in terms of controlling
the confounding effect of individual difference and other contextual
factors.
Goal 3: Determine if the TCM model provides additional important insight to the
study of OO design methods and software maintenance
The remainder of this section is organized as follows: Section 3.4.1 and 3.4.2
present the experimental design and hypotheses common to all studies; the remaining
subsections highlight specific goals, hypotheses and the difference in the experiment
design and execution for each study.
3.4.1

Experiment Design
Figure 3.2 gives an overview of the experiment design that is common to all three

studies.
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An Overview of the Common Experiment Design

Prior to the experiment, the subjects were given a short background and
experience survey (APPENDIX C). This information was used to group subjects for
random assignment into two groups such that experience was balanced across the groups.
Each group was given one of the two functionality-equivalent design alternatives,
i.e. Centralized Control Style (CC) and Delegated Control Style (DC), of the same
coffee-machine problem [16] (included in APPENDIX D). The two designs were
implemented in Java using similar coding styles, naming conventions, and amount of
comments. For the CC design one class contained most of the functionality and extra
utility classes were used, while for the DC design the functionality and data were
distributed among a number of classes. According to object-oriented design principles
[15], the DC design should be easier to understand and change than the CC design. UML
sequence diagrams were also provided so that the subjects could better understand the
main scenario of the designs.
Subjects in both groups were asked to complete three change tasks and make
changes to the given design alternative. The three change tasks were [5]:
C1: Implement a coin return button.
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C2: Extend the machine with a menu choice and the functionality to make
bouillon in addition to coffee.
C3: Fix a bug - check whether all ingredients are available for the selected drink.
After completing each task, the subjects reported the time spent on each task. In
addition, they reported on subjective task difficulty and confidence in the correctness and
quality of their solution.
At the end of experiment, subjects submitted their solutions to all three tasks.
Below is a list of the variables of the experiment and how data was collected for
these variables.
Independent Variables
Design: Two alternative Java implementations of the coffee machine problem,
centralized (CC) or delegated (DC).
Change: Three change tasks, C1, C2 and C3.
Dependent Variables
Time: Before beginning on a task, the subjects wrote down the current time
(time_to_start). When they had completed the task, they reported the current time again
(time_to_complete) and the total time that they had spent on that task (in minutes).
Nonproductive time between tasks was not included.
Correctness: For each task, test cases were used to test the main scenario of the
change solution. The test case specifications are provided in [36]. Based on the test case
output and additional manual inspection of the code, a functional correctness score was
given for each solution.
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Size: Lines of code changed by the change action of adding, deleting, moving or
updating. For each solution, lines of code changed were automatically calculated and
reported by the tool TCMMETRIC (Chapter IV).
TCM measures: For each solution, TCM measures were calculated by
TCMMETRIC in two dimensions, component complexity and coordinate complexity.
For these variables to be meaningful, only the data from the subjects with correct
solutions was considered.
The denotations for these variables are defined in Section 3.2.
3.4.2

Hypotheses
Four hypotheses were tested in all three studies as follows:
H1: TCM measures satisfy the consistency criterion
H2: TCM measures satisfy the repeatability criterion
H3: For a given group size, there is no significant effect on the COMMON_SET
due to the subjects selection
H4: TCM measures have higher consistency than process measures in terms of
individual difference
H1, H2 and H3 are related to Goal 1 and H4 is related to Goal 2. H1 and H2 are

selected to test whether TCM measures would satisfy the two validity criteria proposed
by Schneidewind (Section 1.2.2). H1 was tested in each study separately and H3 was
tested on the basis of H1 results in all three studies together. H3 further validates the
TCM model by testing its underlying assumption that the COMMON_SET should be
independent of individual difference among maintainers. H4 tests whether TCM
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measures provide a more accurate measurement of maintainability in terms of
consistency among different subjects.
3.4.2.1

Evaluation of Consistency Criterion
The consistency criterion assesses whether there is sufficient consistency between

the ranks of the attribute maintainability and the ranks of the TCM measures.
By definition in this dissertation, maintainability is determined by the software
and by the change request. Therefore the relative maintainability (i.e. the ranks of
maintainability) can be obtained in two dimensions:
•

Between-Design: given the same change, measure the relative maintainability
between different designs.

•

Between-Change: given the same design, measure the relative maintainability
between different changes.

The relative maintainability is pre-determined as a part of the experiment design.
According to object-oriented design principles, the DC design should be easier to
understand and change than the CC design. But by definition of maintainability, the ease
of making changes to the software system depends not only on the design but also on the
change tasks. In the validation experiment, task C1 only requires a small change to the
displayed menu and does not involve the difference between the design styles of CC and
DC at all. So C1 should be as easy to implement on the CC design as on the DC design.
For change tasks C2 and C3, the delegated style of the DC design make the changes
easier to implement so the DC design should demonstrate higher maintainability than the
CC design [15]. As to the between-change relative maintainability, for both designs, C1
should be the easiest to make while C3 should be the hardest, with C2 in the middle.
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Based on (3.19), the relative maintainability (attribute) is denoted as follows:
Between-Design:

ACC,C1 = A DC ,C1
ACC,C1 < A DC ,C1
ACC,C1 < A DC ,C1

(3.29)

Between-Change:

ACC,C1 > ACC,C 2 > ACC,C 3
A DC ,C1 > A DC ,C 2 > A DC,C 3

(3.30)

The ranks of the TCM measures can be obtained in the same two dimensions. In
Schneidewind’s original definition [56] (Section 1.2.2), the consistency between the
attributes and the measures is assessed in terms of the rank correlation coefficient r
between them. In order to calculate the r statistics, there should be a large and
representative sample of software systems (components) from which the ranks of the
attributes and measures can be assessed. In other words, the number n of the attributes
and measures in formula (1.2) should be large enough. In the context of the experiment
design discussed in Section 3.4.1, the number n corresponds to the number of designs or
the number of changes tasks, i.e. n=2 in Between-Design dimension and n=3 in BetweenChange dimension. In both dimensions n is too small to draw any statistical or practical
meaningful conclusion. For a larger sample size, say n=10 (still very small for a statistics
test), it is difficult to run such an experiment with 10 functionality-equivalent designs, or
10 different changes 3.

3

To evaluate the relative maintainability, we need to “fix one of the two factors (software system and change request)
and change the other. In the example, it’s required that the same change is made to 10 different designs, or the 10
different changes made to the same software system.
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Therefore, a different approach is used to assess the consistency. Suppose there
are n subjects in each design group. By randomly selecting one subject from each design
group, there are n × n pairs of Between-Design comparisons for each task. The BetweenDesign consistency of the TCM measures can be evaluated in terms of the percentage of
the comparisons that successfully match the pre-determined relative maintainability in
Between-Design dimension. The Between-Change consistency can be evaluated in a
similar way.
In order to meet consistency criterion, the percentage of successful match should
exceed the same threshold β c =0.7 as in Scheidewind’s paper where he proposed the
validation criteria [56].
3.4.2.2

Evaluation of Repeatability Criteria
The repeatability criterion assesses whether measure M can be validated on a

sufficient percentage of trials to have confidence that it would be a dependable indicator
of attribute A.
The repeatability of the TCM model will be tested on different experimental
settings. N i in (1.4) was the total number of experiment replications and N is was the
number of replications in which TCM measures successfully meet the consistency
criteria. The same threshold β is = 0.7 as in [56].
3.4.2.3

Evaluation of Individual Effect on COMMON_SET
Wood’s model is able to measure task complexity independent of individual

attributes because its analytical constructs are specified a priori, from the task
specification, rather than based on the behaviors of the people performing the tasks. The
proposed approach in this work, however, extracts the TCM model components from the
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changed code implemented by individual maintainers and builds the TCM measures from
the COMMON_SET shared by all the maintainers working on the same change task. The
underlying assumption is that the COMMON_SET approximates the minimum
information and resources needed to make a change. It is determined by the software and
the change task, independent of the person performing the task. Thus, the effect of
individual maintainers on the COMMON_SET was evaluated as follows:
Suppose there are n subjects in each design group. For a given size m ( 1 ≤ m < n ),
there are C mn (m-combinations) different ways of selecting m subjects to form a “virtual”
group for each design. The effect on the COMMON_SET was measured as the difference
between the COMMON_SETs of the m-size “virtual” group and the real group of all n
subjects. The average of such difference is defined as group deviation CSDiff dm, c in
Section 3.3. A one-tailed t-test was run to test whether the difference was significantly
larger than a pre-set threshold β δ = 0.2 at the level of α = 0.05.The rejection criterion is
as follows:

H 30 : CSDiff dm, c ≥ 0.2

H 31 :

CSDiff dm, c < 0.2

Reject H 30 if tobs < - t.05 ( df )
3.4.2.4

(3.31)

Evaluation of Consistency of TCM Measures vs. Process Measures
In quality assessment, measures are used to make a relative comparison of

software quality. TCM measures are measured using the change solutions of maintainers
and process measures are collected from maintenance activities. It is important to obtain
consistent assessment results no matter which maintainers are selected.
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Similar to Section 3.4.2.1, the Between-Design and Between-Change consistency
of the measures can be evaluated in terms of the percentage of the comparisons that
successfully match the pre-determined relative maintainability in the corresponding
dimensions. In Section 3.4.2.1 only one subject is selected for measurement. But here the
consistency will be evaluated for measures calculated from any “virtual” group of m
subjects ( 1 ≤ m ≤ n ).
A one-tailed test will run to test whether the “consistency value” of TCM
measures (CMC1, CMC2, CMC3 and CRCT) was significantly higher than process
measures (Time, Size, and Correctness) for all group sizes. The hypothesis H4 was restated in terms of two dimension of consistency with the rejection criteria as follows:
process
TCM
H 4' 0 : µbetween−design
≤ µbetween−design
TCM
process
H 4'1 : µbetween−design
> µbetween−design

Reject H 4' 0 if tobs

> t.05 ( df ) .

(3.32)

TCM
process
H 4"0 : µbetween−change
≤ µbetween−change
TCM
process
H 4"1 : µbetween−change
> µ between−change

Reject H 4"0 if tobs > t.05 ( df ) .
3.4.3

(3.33)

Study 1: Preliminary Examination
The first study was using the data from an experiment conducted by Arisholm et

al. [5]. The research goal of the original experiment was to investigate how design
characteristics affect the changeability of object-oriented software. The changeability of a
software system was defined as the “ease of implementing changes”. It was very close to
the definition of maintainability in this work. The experiment design was also similar to
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the common design described in Section 3.4.1 4 except that subjects were given a
calibration task before they began working on three main change tasks and an extra
assignment after they finished them.
The calibration task was to add transaction log functionality in an ATM design
and was not related to the coffee machine designs. The calibration task provided a
common baseline for comparing the programming skill level of the subjects. It was
designed to be used as the basis for blocking in group assignment. But due to practical
reasons, the performance of subjects in the calibration task was not used in the real
experiment execution and subjects were simply assigned to two groups at random. The
extra assignment was included so that none of the subjects would finish and leave before
the end of allocated time of the experiment. The extra task was not included in any
analysis in the original experiment, since very few subjects managed to completed the
task.
The subjects were mostly undergraduate CS students at University of Oslo. They
were randomly divided into two groups of equal size, one for each design alternative. The
group assignment resulted in 17 subjects in the CC group and 19 subjects in DC group.
The experiment took place in a 3-hour session. The subjects were introduced to the
experiment procedure during the first hour. During the next 2 hours, the subjects first
completed the calibration task and then the change tasks. For change task C2 and C3, the
subjects built upon the design delivered after completion of the previous task. In other
words, the subjects did not return to the original design each time but continued with the
code they have already changed.

4

In Arisholm’s experiment, CC design is named as MF, i.e. mainframe design, and DC design is named as RD, i.e.
responsibility-driven design.
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The subjects coded the changes with pen and paper. The reason was that the
designs and change tasks were very small and the subjects were accustomed to working
with pen and paper on their written exam. Also using a computer would have introduced
many new problems regarding training, learning effects and biases towards certain
solution approaches depending on the available tool functionality.
The changeability of the designs was assessed in terms of the following dependent
variables: change effort, correctness, learning curve, subjective change complexity and
structural stability.
Change effort and correctness are the same as the common variables Time and
Correctness defined in Section 3.4.1. For correctness, a six-point subjective correctness
was given to each change task by the one of the authors after reviewing the code, with 6
meaning “correct solutions passing the test cases” and 1 meaning “very incomplete
solution”.
Learning Curve was measured as the normalized difference in effort (time) to
understand the last change (C3) versus the first change (C1).
Subjective Change Complexity was the perception of the subjects about the task
difficulty and the correctness and quality of their solutions. It was collected from the
survey given to the subjects after the completion of each task.
Structural Stability was the difference in several structural measures like class
size, number of implemented methods, change size before and after a change task.
Among them, change size is the same as the variable Size defined in Section 3.4.1.
To measure the structural changes of the solutions, five solutions were randomly
selected for each design alternative. Only solutions with a correctness score of five or six
(i.e. correct solutions) for all three change tasks were considered. The selected paper
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solutions were coded on the computer by one of the authors and a Java parser was used to
collect the measures.
Since the changed code is necessary for TCM measurement, there were only ten
data points available for TCM model validation in this study. The TCM measures were
collected from the ten coded solutions. Time, Correctness and Size measures were also
collected from the corresponding subjects to test H4.
In the original experiment, five hypotheses were formulated to test the effect of
the design alternatives (CC vs. DC) on the five dependent variables discussed above. The
results showed that, contrary to its theoretical advantage in changeability, the DC design
required significantly (20%-50%) more effort than the CC design. There was no
significant difference in learning curve and correctness. There was no significant
difference on subjective change complexity for tasks C1 and C2 either. The structural
attributes changed less for the DC design than for the CC design and the DC design also
required smaller changes (size). It implied that the DC design may have higher structural
stability than CC. The authors explained that the more fine-grained delegation of
responsibilities of the DC design resulted in a more stable design but also the added
complexity that outweighed its theoretical advantage in changeability (in term of change
effort and correctness).
The results in the structural measures were not consistent with the results in
change effort, correctness and subjective complexity. It would be interesting to revisit the
original research question using TCM measures. The hypothesis to test was:
H5: The DC design has higher changeability (measured in TCM measures) than
the CC design
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3.4.4

Study 2: Further Assessment
The data of the second study came from Arisholm’s replication [6] of the initial

pen-and-paper student experiment discussed in previous section. The research goal was
the same, i.e. to evaluate the effect of different design styles on software maintainability.
The experiment design was similar to the common design in Section 3.4.1. The
difference is that in addition to the same three coffee machine tasks (C1-C3), the subjects
needed to complete a training task, a pre-test task and an additional coffee machine task
(C4). The training task is to familiarize subjects with the experiment environment and
procedure. The pre-test task was the same as the training task in the original experiment
(ATM task) and was to provide a baseline of the programming skill level of subjects.
Similarly, the last task (C4) was not included in the analysis due to the potential “ceiling
effects” (see [6] for more details).
The replication improved the original experiment by using more representative
sample of the population (not only students but also professionals), more realistic tools
(professional tools rather than paper-and-pen), and more realistic experiment
environment (real working environment). The subjects were 99 Java consultants from
eight software consultancy companies and 59 undergraduate and graduate students from
University of Oslo. The subjects were assigned to one of two groups by means of
randomization and blocking.
The experiment was conducted in 12 separate sessions on separate days. All the
subjects in a given session were located at the same place. For the professional
developers, the experiment was conducted in the offices where they would normally
work. The students participated in the experiment in one of their usual computer labs.
The subjects used the Web-based Simula Experiment Support Environment (SESE) [6] to
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answer the experience questionnaire, download code and documents, upload task
solutions, and answer task questionnaires. As to the programming environment, the
subjects used Java development tools to their preference, e.g., JBuilder, Forte, Visual
Age.
The controlled factors were Design (CC and DC) and Block (Undergraduate,
Graduate, Junior, Intermediate, and Senior). The dependent variables were Effort and
Correctness, which have the same definition as the Time and Correctness defined in
3.4.1. Effort was collected as the total minutes spent for all three tasks (C1-C3) after the
log-transformation. Correctness here was measured as a binary score with value 1 if all
change tasks were implemented correctly or 0 if at least one of these task solutions
contained serious logic errors.
Four hypotheses were formulated to test the effect of the two controlled factors on
the two dependent variables respectively. There was no difference in effort between the
two designs but there was a significant difference between blocks if considering all
subjects no matter whether their solutions were correct or not. All categories of subjects
were more likely to produce correct solutions on the CC design than on the DC design.
When only considering those subjects with correct solutions, however, the DC design
required less effort than the CC design. The results indicated that only senior consultants
had the necessary skills to benefit from the DC design. The less skilled developers like
undergraduate students and junior developers performed much better on the CC design.
The authors then concluded that the maintainability of a software application depends not
only on attributes of the software artifact itself, but also on the skill of the developers
who are going to maintain it.
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The authors came to such conclusion because the maintainability was measured in
process measures such as effort and correctness in their experiment. Maintainability in
the definition of my work should depend only on software itself and change request and
independent of the characteristics of maintainers. Therefore, the original hypotheses were
re-formulated using TCM measures:
H6: The DC design has higher changeability (measured in TCM measures) than
the CC design
H7: The maintainability (measured in TCM measures) is equal for the five
categories of developer
In order for the TCM measures to be meaningful, only the data of the subjects
with correct solutions was collected. There were 95 subjects managed to produce the
collection solutions for all three tasks, 53 from the CC group and 42 from the DC group.
In the raw experiment materials the author provided, the Time was recorded for each task.
Size and TCM measures were measured from the code solutions of the subjects.
3.4.5

Study 3: Controlled Experiment at MSU and UA
A replication of Arisholm’s original experiment was run at Mississippi State

University and University of Alabama in fall 2009. The research goal was to evaluate the
TCM model and measures. The replication was conducted in three sessions in the
following classes respectively:
•

MSU CSE 4233: Software Architecture & Design;

•

MSU CSE 4214: Introduction to Software Engineering;

•

UA CSE 600: Foundations of Software Engineering
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The subjects are university students enrolled in these classes: 8 undergraduate
students in CSE4233, 9 undergraduate students in CSE 4214, and 11 undergraduate/
graduate students in UA 600.
The experiment design was the same as the common design described in 3.4.1.
The subjects were randomly assigned to one of the two design groups, CC and DC. The
change tasks were given as a homework assignment. There was no limit on the time to
finish the tasks. The only requirement for the subjects was to record the time spent on
each task and finished a background questionnaire before the assignment and a post-task
survey afterwards. The students submitted questionnaires with their code solutions.
In previous two experiments (the original experiment and Arisholm’s replication),
for each change task, the subjects built upon the software delivered after completion of
the previous task. But in this replication, the subjects always returned to the original CC
or DC design for every change task. The reason to do so was to ensure that only one
factor changed at a time. So when comparing maintainability between changes, the other
factor, i.e. design, was fixed (the same fresh design).
Table 3.6
Session

Data Collection in Study 3
Design

Total

Correct Solutions
C1
C2
C3
C1+C2+C3
CC
4
4
3
2
1
MSU1
DC
4
4
4
2
2
CC
3
4
4
1
1
MSU2
DC
3
4
4
2
2
CC
6
6
5
4
3
UA
DC
5
5
4
4
4
Note: MSU1 refers to MSU 4233 session and MSU2 refers to MSU 4214 session. Three
subjects in MSU2 were not familiar with Java and coded their solutions in C++. Their
data were excluded from further analysis.
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The data was collected for all the variables described in Section 3.4.1, i.e. Time,
Correctness, Size, TCM measures. The Correctness was measured as a binary score in the
same way as in Study 2, i.e. a solution was correct if there were no or only cosmetic
differences in the test case output, and no serious logic errors found in the manual
inspection of the code. Data was collected from the subjects with correct solutions only,
which resulted in a smaller sample size as shown in Table 3.6. The last column
(“C1+C2+C3”) showed the number of subjects who produced correct solutions for all
three tasks. The students at MSU1 and MSU2 sessions have the similar programming
skill levels while the students at UA session have more programming experiences
according to the background questionnaires. This observation was confirmed by the
percentage of the correct solutions produced by them (37.5% for MSU1, 50% for MSU2
and 63.6% for UA). In addition, students at MSU1 and MSU2 followed the exactly the
same experimental procedure and used the same experimental materials. Therefore, data
from these two sessions were merged into one and analyzed together.
Data of two additional variables was collected from the post-task surveys:
Difficulty: a six-point subjective score of how difficult the subjects feel about
solving the task, with 1 meaning “very simple” and 6 meaning “very difficult”.
Subjective_Correctness: a six point score of how confident the subjects were that
the solution did not contain serious errors, with 1 meaning “very unsure” and 6 meaning
“very confident”.
In H4, these two measures of subjective change complexity along with other
process measures were compared with TCM measures in terms of consistency.
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CHAPTER IV
TOOL SUPPORT
Applying the TCM model involves two major steps, 1) identifying the TCM
model components (Acts and Info Cues) and 2) calculating the TCM measures in two
dimensions (component complexity and coordinate complexity). Manually examining the
source code changes and extracting the TCM model components is a tedious and errorprone process. In order to obtain the measurement values consistently and repeatably, I
developed a tool, TCMMETRIC, to support the process of applying the TCM measurement
protocol. TCMMETRIC enables the automatic extraction of model components and
calculation of the TCM metrics. TCMMETRIC was built upon CHANGEDISTILLER, a
change extraction tool developed by Fluri [26, 28], to extract source code changes (i.e.
Acts in the TCM model). TCMMETRIC extended CHANGEDISTILLER to meet the specific
requirements of change extraction for building the TCM model. TCMMETRIC also added
the functionality of extracting Info Cues from the source code changes and calculating
the metrics accordingly.
4.1

Requirements of Tool
The developed tool should provide at least the following two functionalities.

First, the tool must support the automatic extraction of the TCM model components. By
comparing the original code and the code after changes, the tool should be able to
identify Acts and Info Cues, i.e. the different types of source code changes as defined in
Fluri’s taxonomy [25] and the program elements referenced in the source code changes .
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For each Act, the tool must extract the information of what the change is, where the
change happens and the type of the change (See APPENDIX A). For each Info Cue, the
tool must record its attributes such as Name, Type, Class, Owner, etc (as defined in
Table 3.2 in Section 3.2.1.2). Second, the tool must support the calculation of the TCM
measures. If the code comes from a group of subjects, the tool should first build a
COMMON_SET based on the Acts and Info Cues extracted from the code of each
individual subject. The tool then calculates the component complexity measures and
coordinate complexity measures following the formula defined in Section 3.2.3.
Source code changes extraction is the basis of the tool. Instead of defining a new
source code differencing algorithm from the scratch, I built my tool TCMMETRIC on an
existing tool CHANGEDISTILLER, which performs the low-level change extraction work.
CHANGEDISTILLER provides a good start point for building the tool for two reasons: 1)
Fluri, et al [26] developed CHANGEDISTILLER to support the source code change
classification based on the change taxonomy they proposed (APPENDIX A). Acts were
defined using the same taxonomy in the TCM model. The output of CHANGEDISTILLER
provides the information needed for building the TCM component Act. 2) The underlying
change extraction algorithm of CHANGEDISTILLER is an abstract syntax trees (ASTs)based tree-differencing algorithm. It provides access to the fine-grained information of
the source code entities (i.e. program elements) involved in the source code changes. The
current version of CHANGEDISTILLER does not utilize this information. But it can be
extended to explicitly extract the information needed for build the other component of
TCM model, Info Cue.
CHANGEDISTILLER satisfies part of the first functionality of the required tool, but
it does not meet the requirements in several places. First, CHANGEDISTILLER does not
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extract all the source code changes at the right granular level. For example, for the source
code changes such as adding and deleting methods, CHANGEDISTILLER only described
the changes at the signature level (e.g. method name, parameters, return type, etc.). The
TCM model, however, needs the tool to extract the change information at the methodbody level (e.g. attributes referenced or method invocations inside the method body) as
well. Second, the change extraction algorithm of CHANGEDISTILLER is unable to extract
the source code changes correctly in certain circumstances (See Section 4.3.3 for
examples). Third, CHANGEDISTILLER does not explicitly extract the fine-grained
information needed for Info Cues.
Therefore, I developed a new tool TCMMETRIC. It was built upon
CHANGEDISTILLER but extended the latter to address the problems discussed above. It
also provided the second functionality – calculating the TCM measures based on the
extracted TCM model components.
4.2

CHANGEDISTILLER
This section will introduce working mechanism of CHANGEDISTILLER. It begins

with an introduction of the change extraction process of CHANGEDISTILLER, followed by
a brief description of the underlying change distilling algorithm and the representation of
source code changes in CHANGEDISTILLER. The goal is to provide the background
information for the discussion of how TCMMETRIC extended CHANGEDISTILLER to
provide the support for applying TCM model in next section.
4.2.1

Change Extraction Process
Since source code can be represented as abstract syntax trees (ASTs), tree edit

operations can be used to describe changes applied to source code. CHANGEDISTILLER is
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an Eclipse plug-in that implements the Change Distilling algorithm, a tree-differencing
algorithm for fine-grained source code change extraction [26]. The current
implementation relies on the CVS capabilities, Java Development Tools (JDT), and
compare functionality of Eclipse. Figure 4.1[26] depicts the change extraction process of
CHANGEDISTILLER.

Figure 4.1

Change Extraction Process of CHANGEDISTILLER

First, the revisions of Java classes are checked out using the CVS capabilities of
Eclipse. Then the Eclipse Compare plug-in is used to extract the methods and attributes
that have changed between two subsequent revisions. For both versions of a changed
method or attribute, intermediate ASTs are created using the AST visitor from JDT. The
intermediate ASTs T1 and T2 are then fed into the change distilling algorithm that
consists of three procedures: matching, calculating edit script and classifying change
types. The matching procedure finds a “good” matching between the nodes of the trees T1
and T2. By “good”, it means that the matching between the nodes is correct and accurate.
The more nodes can be matched, the better the source code changes extracted. The
matching set of node pairs is passed to the calculating edit script procedure that runs
through five phases. Each phase tries to detect one of the following basic tree edit
operations: Insert, Delete, Move and Update. As a result, a minimum “conforming” edit
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script that transform T1 into T2 is found. Figure 4.2 [[26] shows an example of five tree
edit operations extracted by matching and calculating the edit scripts of T1 and T2: (1) H
is inserted as a child of Node B’; (2) G is deleted; (3) F’ becomes the first child of its
parent B’ and D’ becomes the third child of its parent B’; (4) E is moved from B to C’;
(5) the value of B is updated from “val” to “aVal”. Nodes with the same letters are
intended to match (e.g. A matches A’). Note that Alignment is just a special type of Move
operation – it moves a child node to a different position under the same parent node. The
change distilling algorithm can be configured with different string and tree similarity
algorithms and thresholds. The output of the algorithm, i.e. a set of generated edit
operations, is then classified into change types according to the change taxonomy in [25].
Finally, the change types are stored into the Hibernate mapped database.

Figure 4.2
4.2.2

Example of Tree Edit Operations

Matching Algorithm
Now let’s take a closer look at the matching algorithm of CHANGEDISTILLER,

shown in Figure 4.3 [26]. The input to the algorithm is two labeled and valued trees T1
and T2. The algorithm first calculates a complete matching of all leaves (Lines 5–9). The
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leaf pairs are sorted (Line 10) according to their similarity and the best matches are added
to the final matching set (Lines 11–15). At the end, the inner nodes are matched using
dynamic thresholds (Lines 17–22). The output of the algorithm is a set of matching node
pairs that is used by the edit script algorithm to compute the tree edit operations [69].

Figure 4.3

Matching Algorithm of CHANGEDISTILLER

The two matching criterion used in the algorithm is defined as follows [26]:
Matching Criterion 1(Leaves):

true
match1 (x, y) = 
 false

if l(x) = l( y) ∧ sim2 g (v(x), v( y)) ≥ f
otherwise

(4.1)

where f = 0.6.
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Leaves match if their labels (i.e. node types of AST nodes) are equal l(x) = l(y)
and their values (as strings) are similar enough according to a given string similarity
measure, sim2 g (v(x), v( y)) . The value f is the threshold for the string similarity. It is
important to check the label equality to prevent the matching of different node types.
Matching Criterion 2(Inner Nodes):

| common(x, y) |

≥t
true, if l(x) = l( y) ∧ sim 2 g (v(x), v( y)) ≥ f ∧
max(| x |,| y |)
match2 (x, y) = 
 false , otherwise

where f = 0.6 and t = 0.6.
(4.2)
|x| denotes the number of leaves contained by x. In addition to the comparison of
node labels and node values (as for leaves), inner node matching uses a measure of how
many leaves the subtrees have in common to check the similarity of subtrees:
common(x, y) = {(w, z) ∈ M }, where w is the leaf of x, z is the leaf of y, and M is
the set of matched node pairs.
If the string similarity of inner node values is less than the threshold f, but the
subtree similarity

| common(x, y) |
≥ 0.8 , match2 (x, y) is still true. The threshold for the
max(| x |,| y |)

inner nodes similarity measure is adjusted dynamically for small subtrees t = 0.4 when n
≤ 4.

4.2.3

Representation of Source Code Change
Now let’s look at how CHANGEDISTILLER represent the source code changes in

more details. Figure 4.4 shows the meta-model of change information in
CHANGEDISTILLER. It’s a part of the full change history meta-model of
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CHANGEDISTILLER [26], leaving out the other parts related to the change history (e.g.
revision, versions, etc) of a class, method or attribute.

Figure 4.4

Change Information Meta-Model in CHANGEDISTILLER

A SourceCodeChange is a general abstract representation of a source code
change. It consists of a ChangType that describes the change type and the change
significance level. A source code change involves a set of SourceCodeEntity instances.
Each SourceCodeEntity represents an AST node and has a uniqueName and a type which
is same as the AST node type defined in Java Development Tools (JDT) of Eclipse. Each
source code change interacts with at least three source code entities: changeEntity,
rootEntity, and parentEntity. changeEntity is the source code entity on which the change

is applied. parentEntity is the parent entity of the changed entity. rootEntity is the source
code entity in which the change is applied. For example, if a method invocation (MI) is
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inserted into an if-statement (IF-S) of a method (M), then MI is the changeEntity, IF_S is
the parentEntity, and M is rootEntity.
Depending on the specific tree edit operation taken, the source code change can
be one of the four concrete implementations: Insert, Delete, Move, and Update. The
newEntity of Update describes the entity after the update is applied. The newParent of
Move describes the new place where the entity is moved to and the newEntity of Move

describes the entity after the move operation is applied.
Based on the meta-model introduced above, a template reporting the source code
change information is as follows:
ChangeType:
ChangeEntity
RootEntity
ParentEntity
NewEntity
NewParent

Significance Level:
Type:
Type:
Type:
Type:
Type:

Name:
Name:
Name:
Name:
Name:

In Section 4.3, many concrete examples of source code changes will be described
using this template.
4.3

TCMMETRIC
TCMMETRIC is the tool I developed to support the application of TCM models.

TCMMETRIC was built upon CHANGEDISTILLER but extended its functionality to address
the problems discussed in Section 4.1. TCMMETRIC also enabled the calculation of TCM
measures in different dimensions based on the extracted models components.
The remainder of this section is organized as follows: Section 4.2.1 describes how
TCMMETRIC used CHANGEDISTILLER to extract the source code changes. Section 4.2.2,
4.2.3 and 4.2.4 discusses in details how CHANGEDISTILLER is extended to meet the
unique requirements of extracting TCM components. Section 4.2.5 describes the metric
calculation functionality of TCMMETRIC.
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4.3.1

Using CHANGEDISTILLER in a Stand-alone Mode
To apply TCM model to measure maintainability, the tool needs the original

source code and the code after the maintainer implemented the change.
CHANGEDISTILLER will be used in stand-alone mode instead of Eclipse plug-in mode.
The reason is that in plug-in mode CHANGEDISTILLER can only take in the revisions of
Java classes from CVS repositories as the source of changes. But TCMMETRIC is
expected to extract source code changes from two set of Java files (Original_Set and
Changed_Set) directly. The easiest way to use CHANGEDISTILLER as a stand-alone
change extraction algorithm is to write a JUnit Plug-in Test that uses CHANGEDISTILLER
[WebRef]. The “stand-alone” plug-in first builds a temporary project to load in all the
Java files to be compared. Then a CHANGEDISTILLER instance is created and used to
extract the changes between any pair of two corresponding files (Original vs. Changed).
At the end, the extracted change information will be fed to TCMMETRIC to extract Acts
and Info Cues.
4.3.2

Change Information inside the Body of Added/Deleted Methods
When a new method is added to the class or an existing method is deleted from

the class, CHANGEDISTILLER will identify the change as a body-part change type (change
made to the class body), i.e. ADDITIONAL_FUNCTIONALITY or
REMOVED_FUNCTIONALITY. But CHANGEDISTILLER will not go any further to
extract the changes at the level of method body. In order to measure the difficulty
involved in adding or deleting the method, the TCM model needs finer-grained
information of the complexity of the added/deleted method. Therefore, I extended
CHANGEDISTILLER with the functionality of extracting statement-level changes from the
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body of added/deleted method. Below is an example of an added method to show what
additional change information the extended CHANGEDISTILLER can provide.

Figure 4.5

Example of Added Method

As shown in Figure 4.5, a new method isEmpty() is added to the Class Dispenser.
The original CHANGEDISTILLER will generate the following change information for this
change:
ChangeType:
ChangeEntity
RootEntity
ParentEntity

ADDITINOAL_FUNCTIONALITY
Significance Level:1
Name:Dispenser.isEmpty()
Type:METHOD
Name:Dispenser
Type:CLASS
Name:Dispenser
Type:CLASS

After extending CHANGEDISTILLER, TCMMETRIC will provide additional finergrained information about the method body of isEmpty() as follows:
ChangeType:
ChangeEntity
RootEntity
ParentEntity

STATEMENT_INSERT
Name:shotsLeft<=0
Name:Dispenser.isEmpty()
Name:Dispenser.isEmpty()

ChangeType: STATEMENT_INSERT
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Significance Level:1
Type:IF_STATEMENT
Type:METHOD
Type:METHOD
Significance Level:1

ChangeEntity Name:false
RootEntity
Name:Dispenser.isEmpty()
ParentEntity Name:Dispenser.isEmpty()

Type:RETURN_STATEMENT
Type:METHOD
Type:METHOD

ChangeType: STATEMENT_INSERT
Significance Level:1
ChangeEntity Name: Output.print("\tDispenser: out of " + ingredient + ". Select
another.")
Type:METHOD_INVOCATION
RootEntity
Name:Dispenser.isEmpty()
Type:METHOD
ParentEntity Name: shotsLeft<=0
Type:THEN_STATEMENT
ChangeType: STATEMENT_INSERT
ChangeEntity Name:true

Significance Level:1
Type: RETURN_STATEMENT

RootEntity

Name:Dispenser.isEmpty() Type:METHOD

ParentEntity

Name: shotsLeft<=0

Type:THEN_STATEMENT

Another problem is that CHANGEDISTILLER extracts changes under the
assumption that changes are only made to the Class declaration and Class body (Method,
Attribute, etc). It cannot identify the changes of adding a new Class or deleting an

existing Class. There is even no corresponding change type in the proposed change
taxonomy [25]. So two new types were added to the change taxonomy, i.e.
ADDITIONAL_CLASS and REMOVED_CLASS. TCMMETRIC extended
CHANGEDISTILLER so that it can identify such type of changes as well as the finergrained changes involved in the creation or deletion of the Class body. Details are left
out for limited space.
4.3.3

Revised Matching Algorithm of CHANGEDISTILLER
As introduced in Section 4.2.1, the matching procedure finds an appropriate

matching set of pairs of nodes from T1 and T2. The more nodes can be matched, the better
the minimum conforming edit script. If the matching is inadequate, the edit script might
not be minimal, leading to changes extracted incorrectly or unnecessarily in the end. The
remainder of this subsection will show some examples in which CHANGEDISTILLER fails
to produce the optimal matching. Each example is followed by a discussion of the reason
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for the inadequate matching as well as the improvement solution. The optimal matching
produced by the revised CHANGEDISTILLER is shown in the end.
1) Sorting Leaf Nodes on Similarity
The first example is about the problem with the leaf nodes matching. Figure 4.6
shows the code snippets of the original code and the changed code. A simple if-statement
(choice ==1) and a method invocation cashBox.deduct() were inserted. The surrounding
code did not change.

Figure 4.6

An Example of the original code (a) and changed code (b)

Figure 4.7 visualizes the same source code using an AST representation. The node
with label IF denotes an if-statement. Its value corresponds to the if-condition. The node
with label THEN denotes the then-part. The node with label MI denotes a method
invocation statement and the invocations are listed as values. The dotted line between the
nodes in T1 and T2 denotes a match between them. For example, the leaves representing
the method invocation cupDisp.dispense() in T1 and T2 match according to Matching
Criterion 1. The nodes representing the newly inserted code are marked as yellow. There
are three leaves representing the method invocation cashBox.deduct(). For the
convenience of discussion, I denote the leaves under then-statement (cashbox.haveYou())
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in T1 and T2 as nodes A and A’ respectively. The inserted leaf under then-statement
(choice = = 1) in T2 is denoted as node B.
The original matching algorithm of CHANGEDISTILLER resulted in a “failed”
match between nodes A and B (shown as a red dotted line between them). “Failed” does
not mean that the matching will lead to edit scripts that do not transform the original into
the changed tree correctly. It only means that the matching is inadequate and suboptimal,
and the edit scripts (so as the change types) generated afterwards might not be minimal.

Figure 4.7

An Example of the Suboptimal and Optimal Matching on Leaf Nodes

The extracted changes based on the “failed” match are as follows (the RootEntity
entry was not shown since it is irrelevant to the discussion).
No.1.
ChangeType: STATEMENT_INSERT
ChangeEntity Name:shotsLeft == 0
ParentEntity Name:choice ==1

Significance Level:1
Type:IF_STATEMENT
Type:THEN_STATEMENT

No.2.
ChangeType: STATEMENT_PARENT_CHANGE
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Significance Level:2

ChangeEntity Name: cupDisp.dispense()
ParentEntity Name: choice ==1
NewParent
Name: shotsLeft == 0
No.3.
ChangeType:
ChangeEntity
ParentEntity
NewParent

Type:METHOD_INVOCATION
Type:THEN_STATEMENT
Type:THEN_STATEMENT

STATEMENT_PARENT_CHANGE Significance Level:2
Name: cashBox.deduct()
Type:METHOD_INVOCATION
Name: cashBox.haveYou()
Type:THEN_STATEMENT
Name: shotsLeft == 0
Type:THEN_STATEMENT

No.4.
ChangeType: STATEMENT_INSERT
ChangeEntity Name:cashBox.deduct()
ParentEntity Name:cashBox.haveYou()

Significance Level:1
Type:METHOD_INVOCATION
Type:THEN_STATEMENT

Now it is clearer how the suboptimal matching will affect the change extraction
results – generating inadequate source code changes. Since leaf A is matched with leaf B,
a Move-type tree edit operation is generated to move leaf A from its place in T1 to the
place of leaf B in T2 (change No.3 shown above). A new leaf A’ is inserted in place of A
(change No.4). But what actually happens is that a new leaf B is inserted in T2.
The problem is with how the matching algorithm processes leaf matching. As
shown in Figure 4.3, for each pair of leaves (x, y), if it satisfies the Matching Criterion 1,
it is added to a temporary matching set M tmp (Lines 5–9). In our case, pair (A, A’) satisfies
the criterion since l(A) = l(A’) and sim2 g (v( A), v( A' )) =1.0 > 0.6. Pair (A, B) also “match”
because l(A) = l(B) and sim2 g (v( A), v(B)) =1.0 > 0.6. So both pairs are added to M tmp .
Then the leaf pairs are sorted (Line 10) according to their similarity and the best matches
are added to the final matching set (Lines 11–15). This is where the problem lies. Since
all leaf pairs are enumerated in a post-order traversal, pair (A, B) will be visited before
pair (A, A’). So pair (A, B) will be added to M tmp before pair (A, A’). The algorithm used
for “similarity sorting” on M tmp is a stable sorting, which means that equal elements in

M tmp will not be reordered as a result of the sort. Since sim2 g (v( A), v(B)) =
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sim2 g (v( A), v( A' )) = 1.0, pair (A, B) will still be before pair (A, A’) and then picked as the
“best” match to add to the final matching set.
In order to solve this problem, I changed the mechanism of comparing two leaf
pairs based on similarity. In addition to the similarity between leaf values, the revised
algorithm also calculates the similarity of their parents:

 sim2 g (v( p(x)), v( p( y)))
pSim(x, y) = 
0 otherwise

if l( p(x)) = l( p( y))

(4.3)

where p(x) and p(y) are the parent nodes of node x and y respectively.
When sorting M tmp based on similarity, if two leaf pairs have the same similarity,
the algorithm will compare the similarity of their parent pairs. Back to the example, pair
(A, B) and pair (A, A’) are both in M tmp and pair (A, B) is before pair (A, A’). When
sorting the leaf pairs, since the two pairs have the same sim2 g , the algorithm calculates the
similarity of their parents: pSim(A, B) = 0.07 , pSim(A, A’) = 1.0. Pair (A, A’) will be
moved before pair (A, B) and selected as the “best” match (shown as the GREEN dotted
line between leaf A and A’ in Figure 3.7) to add to the final match set. The final changes
extracted based on this optimal matching are as follows:
No.1.
ChangeType: STATEMENT_INSERT
ChangeEntity Name:shotsLeft == 0
ParentEntity Name:choice ==1
No.2.
ChangeType:
ChangeEntity
ParentEntity
NewParent

Significance Level:1
Type:IF_STATEMENT
Type:THEN_STATEMENT

STATEMENT_PARENT_CHANGE Significance Level:2
Name: cupDisp.dispense()
Type:METHOD_INVOCATION
Name: choice ==1
Type:THEN_STATEMENT
Name: shotsLeft == 0
Type:THEN_STATEMENT

No.3.
ChangeType: STATEMENT_INSERT
ChangeEntity Name: cashBox.deduct()
ParentEntity Name shotsLeft == 0
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Significance Level:1
Type:METHOD_INVOCATION
Type:THEN_STATEMENT

The new change set is “smaller” and more adequately reflects the real situation
than the previous one resulted from suboptimal matching.

2) Matching on Inner Nodes
The second example is about the problem with the matching of inner nodes.
Figure 4.8 shows the code snippets of the original code and the changed code. A simple
if-else-statement (shotsLeft ==0) and a method invocation output.print(“no coffee”) were
inserted. In addition, an existing method invocation was moved to the else-branch of the
newly inserted if-statement. The surrounding code did not change

Figure 4.8

Another Example of the original code (a) and changed code (b)

Similarly, Figure 4.9 is the AST representation of the same code snippets in
Figure 4.8. To make the figure easy to read, I only marked the matching between leaf
nodes using the dotted line. For the convenience of discussion, I denoted the if-statement
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(cashbox.haveYou()) in T1 and T2 as nodes A and A’ and the else-statement (choice = = 5)
as B and B’ respectively. The inserted leaf under if-statement and else-statement
(shotsLeft = = 0) in T2 are denoted as node C and D. The if-statement (choice = = 1) in T1
and T2 are denoted as E and E’ respectively.

Figure 4.9

An Example of Suboptimal and Optimal Matching on Inner Nodes

The original matching algorithm of CHANGEDISTILLER resulted in a “failed”
match between inner nodes A and C as well as B and D (shown as the red dotted lines
between them). The extracted changes based on the “failed” matches are as follows:
No.1.
ChangeType: ALTERNATIVE_PART_INSERT
Significance Level:2
ChangeEntity Name:choice ==5
Type:ELSE_STATEMENT
ParentEntity Name:choice ==5
Type:IF_STATEMENT
No.2.
ChangeType: STATEMENT_INSERT
ChangeEntity Name: cashbox.haveYou()
ParentEntity Name: choice ==5
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Significance Level:1
Type:IF_STATEMENT
Type:ELSE_STATEMENT

No.3.
ChangeType:
ChangeEntity
ParentEntity
NewParent

STATEMENT_ORDERING_CHANGE
Significance Level:2
Name: choice==1
Type:IF_STATEMENT
Name: cashBox.haveYou()
Type:THEN_STATEMENT
Name: cashBox.haveYou()
Type:THEN_STATEMENT

No.4.
ChangeType:
ChangeEntity
ParentEntity
NewEntity

CONDITION_EXPRESSION_CHANGE
Significance Level:1
Name:cashBox.haveYou()
Type:IF_STATEMENT
Name:choice==1
Type:THEN_STATEMENT
Name:shotsLeft==0
Type:IF_STATEMENT

No.5.
ChangeType:
ChangeEntity
ParentEntity
NewEntity

STATEMENT_PARENT _CHANGE Significance Level:2
Name:shotsLeft==0
Type:IF_STATEMENT
Name:shotsLeft==0
Type:ELSE_STATEMENT
Name:choice==1
Type:THEN_STATEMENT

No.6.
ChangeType: STATEMENT_INSERT
Significance Level:1
ChangeEntity Name: output.print(“no coffee”)Type:METHOD_INVOCATION
ParentEntity Name: shotsLeft==0
Type:THEN_STATEMENT
No.7.
ChangeType:
ChangeEntity
ParentEntity
NewParent

STATEMENT_PARENT _CHANGE Significance Level:2
Name: cupDisp.dispense()
Type:METHOD_INVOCATION
Name: choice==1
Type:THEN_STATEMENT
Name: shotsLeft==0
Type:ELSE_STATEMENT

No.8.
ChangeType:
ChangeEntity
ParentEntity
NewParent

STATEMENT_PARENT _CHANGE Significance Level:2
Name: coffeeDisp.dispense() Type:METHOD_INVOCATION
Name: choice==1
Type:THEN_STATEMENT
Name: shotsLeft==0
Type:ELSE_STATEMENT

No.9.
ChangeType:
ChangeEntity
ParentEntity
NewParent

STATEMENT_PARENT _CHANGE Significance Level:2
Name: waterDisp.dispense() Type:METHOD_INVOCATION
Name: choice==1
Type:THEN_STATEMENT
Name: shotsLeft==0
Type:ELSE_STATEMENT

No.10.
ChangeType:
ChangeEntity
ParentEntity
NewParent

STATEMENT_PARENT _CHANGE Significance Level:2
Name: cashBox.deduct()
Type:METHOD_INVOCATION
Name: cashBox.haveYou()
Type:THEN_STATEMENT
Name: shotsLeft==0
Type:ELSE_STATEMENT
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Here the discussion is limited to the inadequate changes directly related to the
failed match. Since nodes A and B in T1 are matched with nodes C and D in T2
respectively, nodes A’ and B’ have no matching partners in T1 and are marked as “new”.
Two Insert-type tree edit operations (change No.1 and No.2) are generated to create the
matching nodes for A’ and B’ in T1 (called as A” and B”, not shown in Figure 3.9). There
is a match between the nodes E and E’ in T1 and T2, but their parents (A and A’) are not
matched. So a Move-type tree edit operation (change No.3) is generated to move E to be
the child of the matching node of A’ in T1, i.e. A”. Node A and C is matched, but they
have different node values. So an Update-type tree edit operation (change No.4) changes
the value of A to be the same as C. Similarly, node B is updated with the same value of D.
But there is no corresponding source code change extracted since the change taxonomy
[69] does not define update-type changes on then-statement or else-statement. Finally,
due to the mismatch between the parents of A and C, a Move-type tree edit operation
(change No.5) moves A from the child of B to the child of the matching node of C’s
parent E’, i.e E. By comparing these changes with the code snippets in Figure 4.7, it is
clear that changes No.1 and No.2 are completely unnecessary, and changes No.3-5 are
confusing and misleading and do not reflect the real changes.
The problem comes from the inner node matching algorithm. For each
unmatched pair of inner nodes (x, y), if it satisfies the Matching Criterion 2, it is added to
the final matching set M final (Lines 16–22 in Figure 4.3). In other words, the “first match”
becomes the “final match”. Even if there is a better match later on, it will not be
considered since nodes x and y are already marked as “matched”.
| common( A,C) |
For pair (A, C) in our case, since l(A) = l(C) and
= 0.8 , even
max(| A |,| C |)
though sim2 g (v( A), v(C)) = 0.07 < 0.6, Matching Criterion 2 still holds. Since all inner
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node pairs are enumerated in a post-order traversal, pair (A, C) will be visited before pair
(A, A’). So pair (A, C) will be added to M final and block any other matching on node A.
So even if pair (A, A’) is a better match,

| common( A, A' ) |
= 0.83 and sim2 g (v( A), v( A' ))
max(| A |,| A'|)

= 1.0, it cannot beat the pair (A, C).
In order to solve this problem, the new algorithm used the similar mechanism of
leaf matching. It first adds all the inner nodes satisfy the matching criterion to a
temporary set. Then it sorts the set into descending order according to the similarity of
the node value and the sub-tree structure (using the sum of the two for now). For each
“unmatched” inner node pair in the temporary set, add it to the final set and mark both
nodes as “matched”. In this way, it makes sure that the selected pair is the best match
(with the highest similarity). The revised algorithm is shown in Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.10

Revised Matching Algorithm of CHANGEDISTILLER

The final changes extracted based on the optimal matching between A and A’ are
as follows:
No.1.
ChangeType: STATEMENT_INSERT
ChangeEntity Name:shotsLeft == 0
ParentEntity Name:choice ==1
No.2.
ChangeType:
ChangeEntity
ParentEntity
NewParent

Significance Level:1
Type:IF_STATEMENT
Type:THEN_STATEMENT

STATEMENT_PARENT_CHANGE Significance Level:2
Name: cupDisp.dispense()
Type:METHOD_INVOCATION
Name: choice ==1
Type:THEN_STATEMENT
Name: shotsLeft == 0
Type:THEN_STATEMENT

No.3.
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ChangeType: STATEMENT_INSERT
ChangeEntity Name: cashBox.deduct()
ParentEntity Name shotsLeft == 0

Significance Level:1
Type:METHOD_INVOCATION
Type:THEN_STATEMENT

No.4.
ChangeType: STATEMENT_INSERT
Significance Level:1
ChangeEntity Name: output.print(“no coffee”)Type:METHOD_INVOCATION
ParentEntity Name: shotsLeft==0
Type:THEN_STATEMENT
No.5.
ChangeType:
ChangeEntity
ParentEntity
NewParent

STATEMENT_PARENT _CHANGE Significance Level:2
Name: cupDisp.dispense()
Type:METHOD_INVOCATION
Name: choice==1
Type:THEN_STATEMENT
Name: shotsLeft==0
Type:ELSE_STATEMENT

No.6.
ChangeType:
ChangeEntity
ParentEntity
NewParent

STATEMENT_PARENT _CHANGE Significance Level:2
Name: coffeeDisp.dispense() Type:METHOD_INVOCATION
Name: choice==1
Type:THEN_STATEMENT
Name: shotsLeft==0
Type:ELSE_STATEMENT

No.7.
ChangeType:
ChangeEntity
ParentEntity
NewParent

STATEMENT_PARENT _CHANGE Significance Level:2
Name: waterDisp.dispense() Type:METHOD_INVOCATION
Name: choice==1
Type:THEN_STATEMENT
Name: shotsLeft==0
Type:ELSE_STATEMENT

No.8.
ChangeType:
ChangeEntity
ParentEntity
NewParent

STATEMENT_PARENT _CHANGE Significance Level:2
Name: cashBox.deduct()
Type:METHOD_INVOCATION
Name: cashBox.haveYou()
Type:THEN_STATEMENT
Name: shotsLeft==0
Type:ELSE_STATEMENT

Changes No.4-8 in the new change set are the same as changes No.6-10. But is
“smaller” and more adequately reflects the real situation than the previous one resulted
from suboptimal matching.
In summary, TCMMETRIC improved the original matching algorithm of
CHANGEDISTILLER in the following two aspects:
•

Adding a similarity check of parent node values for the leaf-pairs with the
same pair similarity
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•

Introducing the best match algorithm for inner nodes to reduce the
suboptimal matches resulted from the “first come first picked”
mechanism.

4.3.4

Extraction of Fine-grained Change Information – Info Cues
Info Cues are the pieces of information needed to perform the acts properly. In

practice, info cues are identified as the Program Elements referenced in the code changes
(Section 3.2.1.2). I extended the change information meta-model in Figure 4.4 as
follows:

Figure 4.11

Extended Meta-model of Change Information with Info Cues

An InfoCue consists of a ProgramElement, the basic unit of the information it
represents and an opType, the types of change operation made to the PEs. It also has a
reference to the SourceCodeChange where the info cue is used. A ProgramElement
consists of name, type, owner, etc (see Section 3.2.1.2 for more details about each
attribute).
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The original meta-model of CHANGEDISTILLER, only provides the name (string)
and type of the source code entities (ChangeEntity, NewEntity) involved in the changes.
By utilizing the AST representations of source code, are able to extract finer-grained
change information, i.e. info cues referenced in each source code change (act).
For example, suppose there is a source code change of inserting an if-statement to
the select() method of the class FrontPanel. The insertion is under the Then-branch of
another if-statement (choice==1).
ChangeType:
ChangeEntity
RootEntity
ParentEntity

STATEMENT_INSERT
Significance Level:1
Name:cashbox.haveYou(price) Type:IF_STATEMENT
Name:FrontPanel.select(int, CashBox) Type:METHOD
Name:choice==1
Type:THEN_STATEMENT

The source code change above shows that the condition of the inserted ifstatement is “cashbox.haveYou(price)” , but nothing further. If there is another ifstatement insertion of which condition is “choice==1”, there is no way to tell which
change is more complicated. Info cues, however, can provide us more detailed
information about what program elements (unit of the change information) are involved
in this change as follows:
Name: cashBox
Owner:select

Type: PARAMETER V-Type:O
Class:CashBoxSource:OC

Name: haveYou
Owner:CashBox

Type: METHOD
V-Type:M
Class:boolean Source:OC

Name: price
Owner:select

Type: LOCAL_VARIABLE V-Type:P
Class:int
Source:CC

There are three info cues referenced in this change (act). The first info cue
cashBox is the parameter of method select(). It’s an instance of class CashBox and

comes from the original code (OC). The second one is the method haveYou() of class
CashBox. It returns a value boolean and also comes from the original code (OC). The

third info cue price is a newly created (source is CC), primitive-type (int) local variable in
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select() method. By using the measures defined in section 3.2.2.1, TCMMETRIC can then

measure the amount of information contained in these info cues as well as in this change.
4.3.5

Metric Calculation
To calculate the component complexity, TCMMETRIC first builds a map of info

cues for each subject and each change task. The entry in the map is the info cue and the
count of its occurrences in the code. Then for a given group of subject, TCMMETRIC
builds the COMMON_SET for each change task. Figure 3.12 shows an example of the
info cue map and COMMON_SET. It builds upon the implementation of change task 1
from 5 subjects {2, 3, 4, 17, 24} in group RD. The first column to the right is the list of
info cues (only names). The column under each subject No (shown on the second row) is
the counts of the info cues listed on the right hand for that subject. The second column to
the right is the COMMON_SET which is the intersection of the other columns. The
component complexity is then calculated using the measures defined in Section 3.2.2.1.

Figure 4.12

An Example of Info Cue Map and COMMON_SET

For coordinate complexity, TCMMETRIC first builds a list of source code changes
(i.e. acts) with the info cues identified in the changes for each subject and each change
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task. Then the precedence relationship ( CRC1 ) and spatial distance ( CRC2 ) between
every two acts is measured using the formula (3.6) and (3.7). The spatial distance
between the act and the info cue ( CRC3 ) is also calculated (3.8). The total coordinate
complexity is the sum of the three. For the coordinate complexity of a group, similarly to
component complexity, TCMMETRIC first finds the COMMON_SET of the acts (and info
cues referenced accordingly) and then calculate the coordinate complexity based on the
COMMON_SET.
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CHAPTER V
EMPIRICAL RESULTS
This chapter presents the results of three empirical studies used to validate the
TCM model. The first two studies reused the data from two experiments originally
planned and conducted by Arisholm for different research goals [5, 6]. The data were
reanalyzed to validate the TCM model. The third study consists of an experiment
conducted in two undergraduate classes at Mississippi State University and in a graduate
course at the University of Alabama respectively. The three studies have a similar but
slightly different experiment design.
Section 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3 described the results of each study. Section 6.4
summarized the results from all three studies.
5.1

Study 1: Preliminary Examination
First, the TCM measures are presented and then the results are organized around

the four hypotheses presented in Section 3.4.1 (H1, H3, H4) and 3.4.2 (H5).
5.1.1

Computation of the TCM Measures
The TCM measures were measured based on ten randomly selected solutions, five

from each design group. The subjects were { s2 , s10 , s25 , s29 , s31 } from the CC group
and { s12 , s24 , s26 , s28 , s33 } from the DC group, where si denotes i th subject.
The code solutions were fed into the TCMMETRIC tool, which calculates the two
dimensions of the TCM measures for each change and each subject. Three measures of
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Component Complexity, i.e. CMC1, CMC2 and CMC3 are shown in Table 5.1. Three
individual Coordinate Complexity measures CRC1, CRC2 and CRC3 as well as the total
Coordinate Complexity measure are shown in Table 5.2. Each TCM measure is recorded
in three rows, representing three changes C1, C2 and C3 respectively. Each column
records the TCM measures for one subject, with the subject number si on the top. The
columns are separated into two parts, representing the two design groups (CC and DC)
that the subjects belong to. The CS column in each group shows the TCM measures
based on the COMMON_SET of the all five subjects in the group.
Table 5.1
CMC CH
C1
CMC1 C2
C3
C1
CMC2 C2
C3
C1
CMC3 C2
C3

Component Complexity Measures
CC

s2

s10

s25

s29

s31

22
212
724
16
128
419
15
116
371

22
609
625
16
379
360
15
340
320

22
239
634
16
151
349
15
137
311

22
228
731
16
140
426
15
126
378

22
209
665
16
125
397
15
113
356

CS
22
209
511
16
125
271
15
113
242

DC

s12

s24

s26

s28

s33

22
147
230
16
146
205
15
129
172

22
418
180
16
487
163
15
422
137

22
57
101
16
62
94
15
55
79

22
56
195
16
61
163
15
54
137

22
145
161
16
144
149
15
127
125

CS
22
53
96
16
58
89
15
51
74

In Table 5.2, the CRC1 and CRC2 measures based on the COMMON_SET were
zero for change C3 on both designs (marked as #0 in the CS columns). CRC1 and CRC2
measure the precedence relationship and spatial relationship between Acts while the
COMMON_SETs of Acts for C3 on both designs were empty. The reason was that each
subject implemented change C3 using a very different design strategy and there was no
Act (i.e. source code change) that was used by all subjects. CRC3 was not zero because it
measured the distance between Info Cues and Acts and the COMMON_SET of Info Cues
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was not empty for C3 on both designs. More detailed explanation of how to calculate
each individual coordinate complexity measure can be found in Section 3.2.3.2.
Table 5.2
CRC CH

Coordinate Complexity Measures
CC
s25 s29 s31

DC

s26
s12
s24
CS
0.5
0.5
0.5
C1 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
CRC1 C2 0.85 1.09 0.52 1 0.88 0.67 0.88 0.48 0.58
0.76 0.58 0.78
C3 0.94 1.11 0.92 0.96 0.91 #0
1
1
1
1
C1 1 1 1 1 1
2
2
3
3
CRC2 C2 1 1 2 2 1
#0
3
3
3
C3 1 2 1 1 1
1
1
1
1
C1 1 1 1 1 1
2
1
1
1
CRC3 C2 2 2 2 2 2
2
1
1
1
C3 2 2 2 2 2
C1 1.17 1.17 1.17 1.17 1.17 1.17 1.17 1.17 1.17
1.88 1.81 1.92
CRCT C2 1.85 2.09 1.86 2.33 1.88 2
2.09 1.91 2.12
C3 1.94 2.44 1.92 1.96 1.91 2
Note: #0 indicates the COMMON_SET of the Acts is empty.
5.1.2

s2

s10

s28

s33

0.5
0.55
0.55
1
3
3
1
1
1
1.17
1.88
1.88

0.5
0.88
1.07
1
2
3
1
1
1
1.17
1.88
2.41

CS
0.5
0.2
#0
1
2
#0
1
1
2
1.17
1.2
2

H1: Consistency Criterion
H1: TCM measures satisfy the consistency criterion
As discussed in Section 3.4.2.1, by randomly selecting one subject from each

design group, there are 5 × 5 pairs of Between-Design comparisons for each task. The
Between-Design consistency of the TCM measures (CMP and CRC) was evaluated in
terms of the percentage of the comparisons that successfully match the pre-determined
relative maintainability in the Between-Design dimension. The Between-Change
consistency was evaluated on the solutions to three change tasks from each subject. The
success threshold was set as 0.7 [56]. The results are shown in Table 5.3 and Table 5.4.
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Table 5.3

Between Design Consistency

CH Design

Component Complexity

Coordinate Complexity

CMC2
CMC3 CRC1 CRC2 CRC3
CMC1
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
CC>DC
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
C1 CC<DC
*100%
*100% *100% *100% *100%
CC=DC *100%
56%
56%
*72%
0%
*100%
CC<DC *84%
16%
44%
44%
24%
84%
0%
C2 CC>DC
0%
0%
0%
0%
16%
0%
CC=DC
*100%
*100%
*84%
0%
*100%
CC>DC *100%
0%
0%
0%
16%
100%
48%
C3 CC<DC
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
CC=DC
Note: * indicates the consistency value is higher than the threshold 0.7.

Design

Table 5.4

CRCT
0%
0%
*100%
64%
36%
0%
52%
48%
0%

Between Change Consistency

CH

Component Complexity
CMC1

CMC2

CMC3

Coordinate Complexity
CRC1

CRC2

CRC3

CRCT

*80%
*80%
60% *100% *80%
C1 ≤ C2 ≤ C3 *100% *80%
0%
20%
20%
20%
40%
0%
20%
C1 ≤ C3 <C2
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
C3 < C1 <C2
CC C2 ≤ C3 ≤ C1
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
C2 ≤ C3 <C1
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
C3 < C2 <C1
*80%
60%
60% *100% *100% *100%
C1 ≤ C2 ≤ C3 *80%
20%
40%
20%
0%
0%
0%
C1 ≤ C3 <C2 20%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
C3 < C1 <C2
DC
0%
0%
0%
20%
0%
0%
0%
C2 ≤ C3 ≤ C1
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
C2 ≤ C3 <C1
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
C3 < C2 <C1
Note: * indicates the consistency value is higher than the threshold 0.7.
The results showed that the component coordinate measures satisfied the
between-design dimension for changes C1 and C3, and partially for C2 (only CMC1
satisfied). The coordinate complexity measure (CRCT) satisfied the between-design
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criterion for change C1only. The component and coordinate measures satisfied the
between-change consistency very well except for CMC3 on design DC.
These results are summarized in Table 5.5. “S” denotes satisfied and “N” denotes
not satisfied.
Table 5.5

Summary of the Consistency Validation Results

Consistency CH
BetweenDeign
BetweenChange

C1
C2
C3
CC
DC

Component Complexity
CMC1
S
S
S
S
S

CMC2
S
N
S
S
S

CMC3
S
N
S
S
N

Coordinate
Complexity
CRCT
S
N
N
S
S

As defined in Section 3.1, the total coordinate complexity measure CRCT is the
sum of three individual coordinate complexity measures, i.e. CRC1, CRC2 and CRC3.
An interesting observation is that some individual coordinate complexity measure
demonstrated better between-design consistency than CRCT. For example, CRC1 and
CRC3 satisfied the between-design consistency criterion for all three changes while
CRCT only satisfied for C1. The implication is that some revision might be needed for
the definition function of the total coordinate complexity. For example, change the
weights of each individual measure in the sum function so that some individual measure
will have more contributions to the total coordinate complexity.
In summary, H1 was fully supported by CMC1, but only partially supported by
CMC2, CMC3 and CRCT, meaning that in some cases, the TCM measures satisfy the
consistency criterion.
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5.1.3

H3: Effect of Individual Difference
H3: For a given group size, there is no significant effect on the COMMON_SET
due to the subjects selection
In study 1, five subjects were selected from each design group. For a given size m

(1 ≤ m < 5, there are Cm5 (m-combinations) different ways of selecting m subjects to form
a “virtual” group for each design. The effect on the COMMON_SET was measured as
the difference between the COMMON_SETs of the m-size “virtual” group and the real
group of all five subjects. A one-tailed t-test was run to test whether the difference was
significantly larger than the pre-set threshold β δ = 0.2 at the level of α = 0.05.
The test results are shown in Table 5.6, where N is the combination number Cm5 .
Table 5.6

One-tailed t-test Results of Individual Effect on COMMON_SET

CC
DC
C1
C2
C3
C1
C2
C3
m N Mean t Mean
Mean
Mean t Mean
Mean
t
t
t
t
1 5 .000 # .132 -1.054 .324 2.860 .000 # .234 .339 .214 .375
2 10 .000 # .023 *-19.102 .125 *-3.923 .000 # .083 *-3.298 .084 *-4.910
3 10 .000 # .007 *-46.913 .068 *-8.163 .000 # .028 *-7.672 .032 *-10.943
4 5 .000 # .002 *-119.00 .033 *-8.528 .000 # .002 *-104.00 .007 *-26.000
Note: # indicates t and p cannot be computed because the standard deviation is 0.
* indicates significant t value.
The critical t values of df=4 and df=9, α = 0.05, and one-tailed are t.05 (4) = 2.132
and t.05 (9) = 1.833.
The results indicated that when m >1, H 30 was rejected for two design groups on
all three changes. In other words, when selecting more than one subject, there is no
significant effect on the COMMON_SET due to the subject selection. When only one
subject was selected, there was no sufficient evidence to draw the same conclusion. The
results mean that when building the TCM model upon the code solutions of two or more
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maintainers, it does not matter which maintainer is chosen. There is no significant
difference in the COMMON_SET obtained.
5.1.4

H4: TCM Measures vs. Process Measures
H4: TCM measures have higher consistency than process measures in terms of
individual difference
H4 tested whether the TCM measures have a higher consistency (Between-Design

and Between-Change) than process measures for all “virtual” group size m (1 ≤ m ≤ 5).
The results are shown in Table 5.7. When m > 1, the mean or median of the process
measures was used as the measure of the group. To save space, only the “consistency
value”, i.e. percentage of the comparisons that successfully match the pre-determined
relative maintainability in the corresponding dimensions, is shown. Also, for coordinate
complexity, only the total complexity CRCT is shown.
Table 5.7
m

Consistency of TCM Measures vs. Process Measures

Measures

TCM
1
Pro.

TCM
2
Pro.

CMC1
CMC2
CMC3
CRCT
Time
Size
Corr
CMC1
CMC2
CMC3
CRCT
Time
Size
Corr

Between Design
C1:
C2:
C3:
CC=DC CC>DC CC>DC
100%
100%
100%
100%
56%
100%
100%
56%
100%
100%
64%
52%
8%
20%
56%
0%
28%
64%
8%
32%
64%
100%
100%
100%
100%
70%
100%
100%
74%
100%
100%
100%
#30%
1%
17%
58%
23%
52%
82%
34%
66%
81%
99

Between Change
CC:
DC:
C1 ≤ C2 ≤ C3 C1 ≤ C2 ≤ C3
100%
80%
80%
80%
80%
60%
80%
100%
100%
60%
100%
60%
80%
60%
100%
90%
100%
90%
100%
80%
100%
100%
100%
60%
100%
70%
90%
80%

Table 5.7 (Continued)

TCM
3
Pro.

TCM
4
Pro.

TCM
5
Pro.

CMC1
CMC2
CMC3
CRCT
Time
Size
Corr
CMC1
CMC2
CMC3
CRCT
Time
Size
Corr
CMC1
CMC2
CMC3
CRCT
Time
Size
Corr

100%
100%
100%
100%
0%
0%
0%
100%
100%
100%
100%
0%
0%
0%
100%
100%
100%
100%
0%
0%
0%

100%
90%
91%
100%
10%
69%
76%
100%
100%
100%
100%
0%
84%
92%
100%
100%
100%
100%
0%
0%
100%

100%
100%
100%
#10%
60%
93%
94%
100%
100%
100%
#0%
68%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
#0%
100%
100%
100%

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

90%
90%
90%
100%
60%
90%
90%
100%
100%
100%
100%
60%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

A one-tailed test was run to test whether the “consistency value” of the TCM
measures (CMC1, CMC2, CMC3 and CRCT) was significantly higher than the process
measures (Time, Size, and Correctness) for all group sizes.
TCM
H 4' 0 : µbetween−design

process
≤ µbetween−design

TCM
H 4'1 : µbetween−design

process
> µbetween−design

Reject H 4' 0 if tobs

> t.05 ( df ) .

TCM
process
H 4"0 : µbetween−change
≤ µbetween−change
TCM
process
H 4"1 : µbetween−change
> µbetween−change

Reject H 4"0 if tobs

> t.05 ( df ) .

(4. 1)
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H4’ was tested for three changes C1, C2, C3 and H4” was tested for two designs
CC and DC separately. The calculated t-values are summarized in Table 5.8. The critical
value for one-tailed t (df =33) is t.05 (33) = 1.693. Therefore H 4' 0 is rejected for all three
changes. H 4"0 is rejected for the DC design but not for the CC design.
Table 5.8

One-tailed t-test Results of H4’ and H4”
H4’ (Between Design)
C1

C2

33
33
df
*42.004
*5.229
t
Note: * indicates significant t value.

H4” (Between Change
C3

CC

DC

33
*2.473

33
-.440

33
*2.672

The TCM measures have significantly higher between-design consistency than the
process measures. When it comes to between-change consistency, TCM measures have
significant consistency on the DC design, but not on the CC design.
5.1.5

H5: Effect of Design Styles on Changeability
H5: The DC design has higher changeability (measured in TCM measures) than
the CC design
In Arisholm’s original experiment, the changeability was measured using five

measures, change effort, correctness, learning curve, subjective change and structural
complexity. The effect of design styles on changeability was tested based on these
measures. The results illustrated the inconsistency among different measures. One
measure demonstrated that the CC design had higher changeability than the DC design
(change effort), while another measure indicated the opposite (structural complexity).
The other measures showed no significant difference in the changeability between the
two designs.
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I re-tested the original research hypothesis about the effect of design styles on
changeability using the TCM measures as the changeability measure. The TCM measures
were calculated based on the code solutions of each subject. An independent t-test was
run to compare the TCM measures of the subjects in the CC and DC design groups. The
test results are shown in Table 5.9.
Table 5.9

t-test Results of the Effect of Design Styles on Changeability

C1
C2
C3
TCM
df
Measures
p
t
p
M CC - M DC t p M CC - M DC t
M CC - M DC
CMC1 8
0.00
# #
134.80 1.320 0.223 502.20 *16.317 0.000
CMC2 8
0.00
# #
4.60
0.050 0.962 235.40
*9.969 0.000
CMC3 8
0.00
# #
9.00
0.111 0.914 217.20 *10.772 0.000
CRCT 8
0.00
# #
0.128 1.350 0.214
-0.48
-.345 0.739
Note: # indicates t and p cannot be computed because the standard deviation is 0.
* indicates significant t value.
The results indicated that there was no significant difference between the CC
design and the DC design for changes C1 and C2. For change C3, the DC design has
significant higher changeability in terms of component complexity measures, but there is
no significant difference in the coordinate complexity dimension.
The insignificant results might be due to the small sample size (5 subjects in each
group). Instead of using the TCM measures calculated for each subject, H5 can also be
tested using TCM measures based on the COMMON_SET of all five subjects in each
group (the measures in the “CS” column in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2). No statistics was
run because there is only one measure for each design and each change.
The results indicated that the DC design has the same changeability as the CC
design for C1 change while the DC design has higher changeability (lower TCM values)
than the CC design for C2 and C3 changes in both dimensions of the TCM measures
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(component complexity and coordinate complexity). H5 is supported conditionally (for
changes C2 and C3). It implies that the “good design” - DC design - has higher
changeability in general, but the effect of design styles on changeability is also affected
by the specific change tasks to implement.
5.1.6

Validity Threats
There were several validity threats in this study, including:
Re-analyzing Data from an Old Study: It is a common practice to reuse old

experimental data and lab package to provide evidence of the usefulness of new software
engineering products and processes. The threats associated with using the old data
include the potential bias in the data collection in the original study due to different
research goals.
Using Students to Perform Change Tasks: The subjects are undergraduate
students and likely to have different experience and time pressure from the professionals
in real settings, which presents an external validity threat.
Accumulative Effect of Previous Changes: For change tasks C2 and C3, the
subjects did not return to the original design but built upon the code they have already
changed in previous change tasks. Therefore, the TCM measures were not only affected
by the design and the current change (as the definition of maintainability), but also by the
accumulative effect of previous changes, which presents a threat to construct validity.
5.2

Study 2: Further Assessment
In study 2, 95 subjects managed to produce the correct solutions for all three

tasks, i.e. 53 subjects from the CC group and 42 subjects from the DC group. The TCM
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measures were measured on these code solutions only. Due to space limit, the TCM
measures of the individual subject are not presented as in other two studies.
The test results are organized around the five hypotheses presented in Section
3.4.1 (H1, H3, and H4) and 3.4.2 (H6 and H7).
5.2.1

H1: Consistency Criterion
H1: TCM measures satisfy the consistency criterion
Similarly to Section 5.1.2, by randomly selecting one subject from each design

group, there are 53 × 42 pairs of Between-Design comparisons for each task. The
Between-Change consistency was evaluated on the solutions to three change tasks from
each subject. So there were 53 Between-Change comparisons for CC group and 42
comparisons for DC group. The success threshold was set as 0.7. The results are shown
in Table 5.10 and Table 5.11.
Table 5.10 Between Design Consistency
Component Complexity
Coordinate Complexity
CMC1 CMC2
CMC3
CRC1 CRC2 CRC3 CRCT
10.6%
10.7%
12.6%
5.7%
6.2%
17%
C1 CC>DC 10.6%
9%
9%
19.8%
0%
10%
17%
CC<DC 8.9%
*80.3%
67.6% *94.3% *83.8% *65.1%
CC=DC *80.5% *80.4%
*91.2%
*98.2% 32.3% *94.3% *100%
C2 CC>DC *99.7% *91.2%
0.3%
8.8%
8.7%
1.8%
3.1%
0%
0%
CC<DC
0%
0%
0%
0%
64.5%
5.7%
0%
CC=DC
*94.7%
*77.4% 0.6% *79.1% 36.6%
C3 CC>DC *97.4% *93.8%
6.2%
5.2%
22.1% 95.2%
2.6%
63.3%
CC<DC 2.6%
0%
0%
0.2%
0.4%
4.1%
18.3%
0.1%
CC=DC
Note: * indicates the consistency value is higher than the threshold 0.7.
CH Design
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Table 5.11 Between Change Consistency
Component Complexity
Coordinate Complexity
CMC1 CMC2 CMC3 CRC1 CRC2 CRC3 CRCT
C1 ≤ C2 ≤ C3 *94.3% *92.5% *92.5% *86.8% *81.1% *84.9% *71.7%
7.5%
7.5%
9.4% 13.2% 13.2% 24.5%
C1 ≤ C3 <C2 5.7%
0%
0%
0%
3.8%
0%
1.9%
1.9%
C3 < C1 <C2
CC C2 ≤ C3 ≤ C1
0%
0%
0%
0%
1.9%
0%
1.9%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
C2 ≤ C3 <C1
0%
0%
0%
0%
3.8%
0%
0%
C3 < C2 <C1
C1 ≤ C2 ≤ C3 *100% *92.9% *92.9% *92.9% *100% *95.2% *95.2%
0%
7.1%
7.1%
2.4%
0%
0%
0%
C1 ≤ C3 <C2
0%
0%
0%
2.4%
0%
0%
0%
C3 < C1 <C2
DC
0%
0%
0%
2.4%
0%
4.8%
4.8%
C2 ≤ C3 ≤ C1
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
C2 ≤ C3 <C1
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
C3 < C2 <C1
Note: * indicates the consistency value is higher than the threshold 0.7.
Design

CH

The results show that the component coordinate measures satisfied the betweendesign dimension for all three changes. The coordinate complexity measure (CRCT)
satisfied the between-design criterion for changes C1 and C2 but not for C3. The
component and coordinate measures satisfied consistency criterion in the between-change
dimension very well. The results are summarized in Table 5.12. “S” denotes satisfied and
“N” denotes not satisfied.
Table 5.12 Summary of the Consistency Validation Results
Component Complexity

Consistency
BetweenDeign
BetweenChange

C1
C2
C3
CC
DC

CMC1
S
S
S
S
S

CMC2
S
S
S
S
S
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CMC3
S
S
S
S
S

Coordinate
Complexity
CRCT
S
S
N
S
S

A similar observation to study 1 is that some individual coordinate complexity
measure demonstrated higher between-design consistency than CRCT. For example,
CRC3 satisfied the between-design consistency criterion for all three changes while
CRCT only satisfied for C1 and C2.
In summary, H1 was fully supported by TCM measures, except that the CRCT
measure did not satisfy the Between-Design consistency criterion for change C3. It
means that in most cases, the TCM measures satisfy the consistency criterion.
5.2.2

H3: Effect of Individual Difference
H3: For a given group size, there is no significant effect on the COMMON_SET
due to the subjects selection
In study 2, the large number of subjects in each group limited the size of “virtual

group” that can be used for testing the individual effect. For example, there were 53
subjects in the CC group. The combination number Cm53 increased greatly with virtual
group size m. C153 =53, C253 = 1378, C353 = 23426, C453 = 292825 … Due to practical
constraints, I chose the group size m (1 ≤ m ≤ 2) for the test of individual effect. A onetailed t-test was run to test whether the difference was significantly larger than a pre-set
threshold β δ = 0.2 at the level of α = 0.05. The test results are shown in Table 5.13,
where N is the combination number Cm53 for CC group and Cm42 for DC group.
The critical t values of df = 42, 53, 861, and 1378, α = 0.05, and one-tailed are:

t.05 (41) = 1.683, t.05 (52) = 1.677, t.05 (860) = 1.647, and t.05 (53) = 1.645.
The results indicated that H 30 was rejected for two design groups on all three
changes except for C3 when m=1. The results were similar to Study 1, i.e. when selecting
more than one subject, there is no significant effect on the COMMON_SET due to the
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subject selection. Even when there was only one subject selected, the individual effect
was no significant for the changes C1 and C2. The results mean that when building the
TCM model upon the code solutions of only one maintainer, it still does not matter which
maintainer is chosen.
Table 5.13 One-tailed t-test Results of Individual Effect (MSU)
m

N

C1

CC
C2

C3

N

C1

DC
C2

C3

t
t
t
t
t
t
M
M
M
M
M
*
*
*
*
*
.151
.119
42 .135
.055
.249 7.91
1 53 .094
-15.20
-7.15
-17.16
-12.56
-52.96
*
*
*
86
*
*
*
2 1378 .065
.089
.071
.091
.015
.180
-247.5
-109.1
-260.4 1
-95.41
-379.3
-11.19
Note: * indicates significant t value.
5.2.3

M

H4: TCM Measures vs. Process Measures
H4: TCM measures have higher consistency than process measures in terms of
individual difference
H4 tested whether the TCM measures have higher consistency (Between-Design

and Between-Change) than process measures for all “virtual” group size m. Due to the
same reason of the large combination number problem discussed in Section 5.2.2, the
group size was set as 1 ≤ m ≤ 2. The results were shown in Table 5.14.
Similar to Study 1, the consistency value of CRCT measure is unusually low for
change C2 when m = 2 (marked with # in Table 5.14). It was excluded from the analysis
due to the same reason as discussed in Section 5.1.4.
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Table 5.14 Consistency of TCM Measures vs. Process Measures
Between Design
m

Measures

TCM
1
Pro.

TCM
2
Pro.

CMC1
CMC2
CMC3
CRCT
Time
Size
Corr
Diff
CMC1
CMC2
CMC3
CRCT
Time
Size
Corr
Diff

C1:
CC=DC

C2:
CC>DC

C3:
CC>DC

80.5%
80.4%
80.3%
65.1%
7.6%
44.3%
33.9%
62.6%
100%
100%
100%
67.7%
4.2%
26.6%
24.6%
43%

99.7%
91.2%
91.2%
100%
78.1%
100%
25.5%
35.3%
100%
100%
100%
51.2%
88.8%
100%
28.5%
40.3%

97.4%
93.8%
94.7%
36.6%
59.5%
83.7%
30.8%
31.4%
100%
100%
100%
#16.5%
64.3%
93.4%
35.3%
37.5%

Between Change
CC:
DC:
C1 ≤ C2 ≤
C1 ≤ C2 ≤ C3
C3
94.3%
100%
92.5%
92.9%
92.5%
92.9%
71.7%
95.2%
75.5%
69%
94.3%
90.5%
11.3%
7.1%
92.5%
92.9%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
61.4%
48.8%
82.5%
67.6%
95.5%
87.2
25.5%
13.1%
94.4%
92.1%

A one-tailed test was run to test whether the “consistency value” of TCM
measures (CMC1, CMC2, CMC3 and CRCT) was significantly higher than process
measures (Time, Size, and Correctness) for all group sizes.
TCM
process
H 4' 0 : µbetween−design
≤ µbetween−design

TCM
process
H 4'1 : µbetween−design
> µbetween−design

Reject H 4' 0 if tobs > t.05 (df ) .
TCM
process
H 4"0 : µbetween−change
≤ µbetween−change

TCM
process
H 4"1 : µbetween−change
> µbetween−change

Reject H 4"0 if tobs > t.05 (df ) .

(4.2)

H4’ was tested for three changes C1, C2, C3 and H4” was tested for two designs
CC and DC separately. The calculated t-values are summarized in Table 5.15. The critical
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values for one-tailed t (df =13 and df =14) are t.05 (13) = 1.761 and t.05 (14) = 1.771.
Therefore H 4' 0 was rejected for all three changes. H 4"0 was rejected for the DC design
but not for the CC design.
Table 5.15 One-tailed t-test Results of H4’ and H4”
H4’ (Between Design)
C1

H4” (Between Change

C2

14
14
df
t
*6.254
*2.275
Note: * indicates significant t value.

C3

CC

DC

14
*2.729

14
1.358

14
*1.908

The TCM measures have significantly higher between-design consistency than the
process measures. When it comes to between-change consistency, TCM measures have
significant higher consistency than the process measures on the DC design, but not on the
CC design.
5.2.4

H6: Effect of Design Styles on Maintainability
H6: The DC design has higher maintainability (measured in TCM measures) than
the CC design
In Arisholm’s replication, the results indicated that the DC design required less

total effort for three changes than the CC design when only considering those subjects
with correct solutions. In other words, the DC design has higher maintainability than the
CC design.
The original research hypothesis about the effect of design styles on
maintainability was re-tested using the TCM measures instead of maintenance effort, on
three changes separately. The TCM measures were calculated based on the code solutions
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of each subject. An independent t-test was run to compare the TCM measures of the
subjects in the CC and DC design groups. The test results were shown in Table 5.16.
Table 5.16 t-test Results of the Effect of Design Styles on Maintainability
C1
TCM
df
Measures
t
p
93
-.321
0.500
CMC1
93
-.135
0.752
CMC2
93
-.019
0.933
CMC3
93
.576
0.179
CRCT
Note: * indicates significant t value.

t
*7.452
*5.678
*5.857
*20.282

C2

p
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

C3
t
*12.461
*10.569
*10.997
*-1.115

p
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

The results indicated that there was no significant difference between the CC
design and the DC design for change C1. For changes C2 and C3, the DC design has
significant higher maintainability in the component complexity dimension (CMC
measures). In the coordinate complexity dimension, the DC design has significant higher
maintainability for C2, but the CC design has higher maintainability for change C3.
Therefore, H6 was partially supported (for changes C2 and C3), which led to the
same implication that the maintainability is not only affected by the design styles but also
by the change tasks.
5.2.5

H7: Effect of Subject Skill Levels on Maintainability
H7: The maintainability (measured in TCM measures) is equal for the five
categories of developer
In Arisholm’s replication, the results indicated that only senior consultants had the

necessary skills to benefit from the DC design. The less skilled developers like
undergraduate students and junior developers performed much better on the CC design.
The authors then concluded that the maintainability of a software application depends not
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only on attributes of the software artifact itself, but also on the skill of the developers
who are going to maintain it.
The original research hypothesis about the effect of Skill Level on maintainability
was re-tested using the TCM measures via a two-factor ANOVA test. The two factors
were Group (CC, DC) and Block (Undergraduate, Graduate, Junior, Intermediate,
Senior). The test results are displayed in Table 5.17.
Table 5.17 Two-Factor ANOVA Results of Effect of Skill Levels on Maintainability
TCM
Measures

Factor

df

C1
F
p
0.023 0.880
1.308 0.274

Group F(1, 85)
Block F(4, 85)
CMC1
Block*
F(4, 85) 0.167
Group
Group F(1, 85) 0.052
Block F(4, 85) 1.324
CMC2
Block*
F(4, 85) 0.221
Group
Group F(1, 85) 0.052
Block F(4, 85) 1.324
CMC3
Block*
F(4, 85) 0.238
Group
Note: * indicates significant F value.

C2
F
p
*47.70 0.000
0.389 0.816

C3
F
p
*137.88 0.000
0.817
0.518

0.955

0.440

0.779

0.655

0.625

0.821
0.267

*28,15
0.360

0.000
0.836

*100.12
0.918

0.000
0.457

0.926

0.499

0.736

0.640

0.636

0.821
0.267

*29.90
0.363

0.000
0.835

*108.00
0.882

0.000
0.478

0.916

0.497

0.738

0.633

0.640

The results indicated that there was no significant main effect of either Group
(design styles) or Block (skill levels) on the maintainability for change C1. For change
C2 and C3, there was significant main effect of the Group (design styles) on the
maintainability, but there was no significant main effect for Block. Regarding the
interaction between design and developer category, there was no significant interaction
effect on the maintainability for all three changes.
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There is insufficient support for rejecting the null-hypothesis of H7. In other
words, there is insufficient evidence that the skill levels of subjects have an effect on the
maintainability.
5.2.6

Validity Threats
This section describes the validity threats that were addressed and those that were

not addressed in this study.
Threats Addressed
•

The threat to external validity of using students as subjects was addressed
by including professional developers in the study.

Threats Unaddressed
•

The threats due to re-analyzing the data from an old study and the
accumulative effect of previous changes still existed in this study as
discussed Section 5.1.6 for study 1.

5.3

Study 3: Controlled Experiment
Section 5.3.1 presented the TCM measures collected from the two controlled

experiments at MSU and UA. The test results are organized around the three hypotheses
H1, H3, and H4 (Section 3.4.1) in the remainder of section.
5.3.1

Computation of the TCM Measures
Data was collected from the subjects with correct solutions only. It resulted in

two subjects { s6 , s14 } from the CC group and four subjects { s2 , s4 , s17 , s24 } from the
DC group in the MSU data set and three subjects from the CC group { s28 , s30 , s35 } and
4 subjects from the DC group { s29 , s31 , s32 , s33 } in the UA data set. Component
Complexity and Coordinate Complexity measures from the MSU and UA data sets are
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shown in Table 5.18, Table 5.19, Table 5.20 and Table 5.21 respectively. The CS column
shows the TCM measures based on the COMMON_SET of all the subjects in each group.
Table 5.18 Component Complexity Measures (MSU)
CMC CH
C1
CMC1 C2
C3
C1
CMC2 C2
C3
C1
CMC3 C2
C3

CC

s6

s14

22
245
535
16
155
295
15
141
263

22
318
497
16
214
272
15
194
243

CS
22
244
496
16
154
271
15
140
242

s2

24
50
206
20
55
177
19
48
149

DC
s17 s24

s4

22 22 22
50 50 50
219 175 206
16 16 16
55 55 55
194 158 177
15 15 15
48 48 48
166 158 149

CS
19
49
165
15
54
147
14
47
121

Table 5.19 Component Complexity Measures (UA)
CMC
CMC1
CMC2
CMC3

CH
C1
C2
C3
C1
C2
C3
C1
C2
C3

CC

s28

s30

37
248
607
31
154
351
30
154
311

22
210
607
16
126
351
15
114
311

s35

22
279
608
16
180
352
15
161
312

CS
22
205
607
16
119
351
15
107
311

s29

s31

22
50
182
16
55
165
15
48
139

22
50
172
16
55
158
15
48
138

DC
s32

22 22
50 50
260 118
16 16
55 55
205 109
15 15
48 48
205 96

Table 5.20 Coordinate Complexity Measures (MSU)
CRC

CH

C1
CRC1 C2
C3

s6

CC
s14

DC
s17

s4
s24 CS
CS s2
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.43 #0
0.89 1.18 0.4 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 #0
0.92 0.92 #0 0.65 0.90 0.64 0.74 0.33
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s33

CS
22
49
88
16
54
83
15
47
71

Table 5.20 (Continued)
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
#0
CRC2 C1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
#0
C2
1
1
1
3
3
3
3
3
C3
1
1
1
1
1
1
0.5 0.5
CRC3 C1
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
C2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
C3
C1 1.17 1.17 1.17 1.17 1.17 1.17 1.60 0.17
CRCT C2 1.89 1.85 1.73 1.27 1.27 1.27 1.27 0.33
C3 1.92 1.92 1.00 1.99 2.23 1.97 2.07 1.67
Note: #0 means the COMMON_SET of the Acts are empty.
Table 5.21 Coordinate Complexity Measures (UA)
CRC

CH

CRC1

s28

s30

CC

s35

C1 0.64 0.33 0.5
C2 0.75 1.09 0.86

CS
#0
0.71

s29

s31

DC
s32

s33

0.5
0.6

0.5
0.6

0.5
0.6

0.5
0.6

0.68 0.71 0.64
C3 0.93 1.24 0.90 #0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
C1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
CRC2 C2
1
1
1
1
3
3
3
C3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
C1
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
CRC3 C2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
C3
C1 1.30 1 1.17 0.67 1.17 1.17 1.17
CRCT C2 1.75 2.09 1.86 1.71 1.27 1.27 1.27
C3 1.93 2.24 1.90 0.67 2.01 2.04 1.98
Note: # 0 means the COMMON_SET of the Acts are empty.

CS
0.5
#0

0.79 #0
1
1
1
2
1
#0
1
1
1
1
1
2
1.17 1.17
1.27 1
2.13 0.67

Similar to Table 5.2, there were several #0 values for CRC1 and CRC2 measures
in Table 5.20 and Table 5.21. The difference is that it happened not only for change C3
but also for change C1 and C2. The reason was that each subject implemented changes
differently and there was no Act (i.e. source code change) that was used by all subjects.
Therefore the COMMON_SET of the Acts was empty. CRC1 and CRC2 measures which
were calculated based on the COMMON_SET of the Acts then have zero values.
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5.3.2

H1: Consistency Criterion
H1: TCM measures satisfy the consistency criterion
The consistency criterion was evaluated in a similar way as in Section 5.1.2. The

success threshold was set 0.7 as well and the results are shown in Table 5.22, Table 5.23,
Table 5.24 and Table 5.25.
Table 5.22 Between Design Consistency (MSU)
Component Complexity
Coordinate Complexity
CMC1
CMC2
CMC3
CRC1 CRC2 CRC3 CRCT
0%
0%
0%
25%
0%
25%
0%
C1 CC>DC
25%
25%
25%
0%
25%
0%
25%
CC<DC
*75%
*75%
*75%
*75%
*75%
*75%
*75%
CC=DC
*100%
*100%
100%
*100%
0%
50%
*100%
C2 CC>DC
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
CC<DC
0%
0%
0%
0%
100%
50%
0%
CC=DC
*100%
*100%
*100% *100%
0%
*100%
0%
C3 CC>DC
0%
0%
0%
0%
100%
0%
100%
CC<DC
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
CC=DC
Note: * indicates the consistency value is higher than the threshold 0.7.
CH

Design

In the MSU data set, the component coordinate measures satisfied the betweendesign dimension very well. The coordinate complexity measure (CRCT) satisfied the
between-design criterion for changes C1 and C2 but not for C3. In the UA data set, the
component coordinate measures satisfied the between-design dimension for changes C2
and C3, but not for C1 (even though very close 66%<70%). The coordinate complexity
measure (CRCT) satisfied only for change C1. The MSU and UA data set both satisfied
then Consistency criterion on the between-change dimension well.
The results are summarized in Table 5.26. “S” denotes satisfied and “N” denotes
not satisfied.
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Table 5.23 Between Design Consistency (UA)
Component Complexity
Coordinate Complexity
CMC1 CMC2 CMC3 CRC1 CRC2
CRC3 CRCT
33%
33%
33%
33%
0%
0%
33%
C1 CC>DC
0%
0%
0%
33%
0%
0%
33%
CC<DC
67%
67%
67%
33%
*100% *100%
33%
CC=DC
*100% *100% *100% *100%
0%
*100% *100%
C2 CC>DC
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
CC<DC
0%
0%
0%
0%
100%
0%
0%
CC=DC
*100% *100% *100% *100%
0%
*100%
33%
C3 CC>DC
0%
0%
0%
0%
100%
0%
66%
CC<DC
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
CC=DC
Note: * indicates the consistency value is higher than the threshold 0.7.
CH

Design

Table 5.24 Between Change Consistency (MSU)
Component Complexity
Coordinate Complexity
DesCH
ign
CMC1 CMC2 CMC3 CRC1 CRC2 CRC3 CRCT
50% *100% *100% *100%
CC C1 ≤ C2 ≤ C3 *100% *100% *100%
0%
0%
0%
50%
0%
0%
0%
C1 ≤ C3 <C2
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
C3 < C1 <C2
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
C2 ≤ C3 ≤ C1
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
C2 ≤ C3 <C1
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
C3 < C2 <C1
DC C1 ≤ C2 ≤ C3 *100% *100% *100% *100% *80% *100% *80%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
C1 ≤ C3 <C2
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
C3 < C1 <C2
0%
0%
0%
0%
20%
0%
20%
C2 ≤ C3 ≤ C1
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
C2 ≤ C3 <C1
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
C3 < C2 <C1
Note: * indicates the consistency value is higher than the threshold 0.7.
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Table 5.25 Between Change Consistency (UA)
Component Complexity
Coordinate Complexity
DesiCH
gn
CMC1 CMC2 CMC3 CRC1 CRC2 CRC3 CRCT
CC C1 ≤ C2 ≤ C3 *100% *100% *100% *100% *100% *100% *100%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
C1 ≤ C3 <C2
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
C3 < C1 <C2
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
C2 ≤ C3 ≤ C1
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
C2 ≤ C3 <C1
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
C3 < C2 <C1
DC C1 ≤ C2 ≤ C3 *100% *100% *100% *100% *100% *100% *100%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
C1 ≤ C3 <C2
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
C3 < C1 <C2
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
C2 ≤ C3 ≤ C1
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
C2 ≤ C3 <C1
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
C3 < C2 <C1
Note: * indicates the consistency value is higher than the threshold 0.7.
Table 5.26 Summary of the consistency validation results
Component Complexity

Data Set Consistency

MSU

UA

BetweenDeign
BetweenChange
BetweenDesign
BetweenChange

C1
C2
C3
CC
DC
C1
C2
C3
CC
DC

CMC1
S
S
S
S
S
N
S
S
S
S

CMC2
S
S
S
S
S
N
S
S
S
S

CMC3
S
S
S
S
S
N
S
S
S
S

Coordinate
Complexity
CRCT
S
S
N
S
S
N
S
N
S
S

A similar observation to study 1 is that some individual coordinate complexity
measure demonstrated higher between-design consistency than CRCT. For example,
CRC1 satisfied the between-design consistency criterion for all three changes while
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CRCT only satisfied for C1 and C3 in MSU data set. In the UA data set, CRC3
completely satisfy the between-design criterion while CRCT only satisfied for change
C2.
In summary, In the MSU data set, H1 was fully supported by TCM measures,
except that the CRCT measure did not satisfy the Between-Design consistency criterion
for change C3. In the UA data set, H1 was partially supported except the between-design
consistency on change C1. Results mean that in some cases, the TCM measures satisfy
the consistency criterion.
5.3.3

H3: Effect of Individual Difference
H3: For a given group size, there is no significant effect on the COMMON_SET
due to the subjects selection
In study 3, H3 was tested on the data from MSU and UA separately. For a given

size m (1 ≤ m < T, there are CmT (m-combinations) different ways of selecting m subjects
to form a “virtual” group for each design, where T is the total number of subjects in each
group. The effect on the COMMON_SET was measured as the difference between the
COMMON_SETs of the m-size “virtual” group and the real group of all T subjects. A
one-tailed t-test was run to test whether the difference was significantly larger than a preset threshold β δ = 0.2 at the level of α = 0.05.

H 30 : CSDiff dm, c ≥ 0.2

H 31 : CSDiff m < 0.2
d, c

Reject H 30 if tobs < - t.05 (df )

(4.3)

The test results were shown in Table 5.27 and Table 5.28, where N is the
T

combination number C m , “N/A” indicates that no virtual group was formed in the cases
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where m ≥ T. For example, in the MSU data set, T= 2 for the CC group and T=4 for the
DC group. For the DC group 1 ≤ m < 4, while m can only be 1 for the CC group. So in
Table 5.27, the column of the CC group was marked with “N/A” when m ≥ 2.
Table 5.27 One-tailed t-test Results of Individual Effect (MSU)
CC
C1
C2
N
m
Mean t Mean t

DC
C3
C1
C2
C3
N
Mean
Mean
Mean
Mean t
t
t
t
*
*
1 2 .000 # .116 -.834 .022
4 .159 -.600 .029
.1830 -.362
-45.200
-17.400
*
*
*
.010
.093
2
6 .045
-7.603
-43.380
-5.014
N/A
*
*
*
3
4 .023
.005
.046
-7.800
-39.800
-6.513
Note: # indicates t and p cannot be computed because the standard deviation is 0.
* indicates significant t value.
Table 5.28 One-tailed t-test Results of Individual Effect (UA)
CC
DC
C1
C2
C3
C1
C2
C3
m
N
N
Mean t Mean
Mean t Mean
Mean t
t Mean
t
t
.117 -2.782 .007
*
4
.029
*
.294
1 3 .176 -.137
.000 #
4.227
-27.800
-17.400
.056
*
6
*
-1.422
.000
#
.000 # .010
.160
2 3 .000 #
-4.895
-43.380
4
*
*
3
N/A
.000 # .005
.071
-39.800
-4.499
Note: # indicates t and p cannot be computed because the standard deviation is 0.
* indicates significant t value.

The critical t values of df= 1, 2, 3, 5, α = 0.05, and one-tailed are t.05 (1) = 6.314,

t.05 (2) = 2.92, t.05 (3) = 2.353 and t.05 (5) = 2.015.
The results indicated that when m >1, H 30 was rejected for two design groups on
changes C1 and C2. In other words, when selecting more than one subject, there is no
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significant effect on the COMMON_SET due to the subject selection for the first two
change tasks. When only one subject was selected, there was insufficient evidence to
draw the same conclusion. For the third change C3, H 30 was rejected for CC design (for
m ≥ 1) but not for the DC design. It indicated that there was no significant effect on the
COMMON_SET of the third change for the CC design but there was insufficient
evidence to draw the same conclusion for the DC design. The results mean that when
building the TCM model upon the code solutions of two or more maintainers, it does not
matter which maintainer is chosen.
5.3.4

H4: TCM Measures vs. Process Measures
H4: TCM measures have higher consistency than process measures in terms of
individual difference
H4 tested whether the TCM measures have higher consistency (Between-Design

and Between-Change) than process measures for all “virtual” group size 1 ≤ m ≤ N (the
number of subjects in each group). The results are shown in Table 5.24. When m > 1, the
mean or median of the process measures was used as the measure of the group. To save
space, only the “consistency value”, i.e. percentage of the comparisons that successfully
match the pre-determined relative maintainability in the corresponding dimensions, was
shown. Also, for coordinate complexity, only the total complexity CRCT was shown.
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Table 5.29 Consistency of TCM Measures vs. Process Measures (MSU)
Between Design
m

Measures

TCM
1
Pro.

TCM
2
Pro.

TCM
3
Pro.

TCM
4
Pro.

CMC1
CMC2
CMC3
CRCT
Time
Size
Corr
Diff
CMC1
CMC2
CMC3
CRCT
Time
Size
Corr
Diff
CMC1
CMC2
CMC3
CRCT
Time
Size
Corr
Diff
CMC1
CMC2
CMC3
CRCT
Time
Size
Corr
Diff

C1:
CC=DC

C2:
CC>DC

C3:
CC>DC

75%
75%
75%
75%
0%
100%
40%
80%
50%
50%
50%
16%
0%
100%
10%
60%

100%
100%
100%
100%
50%
100%
0%
20%
100%
100%
100%
100%
50%
100%
0%
10%

100%
100%
100%
#0%
10%
64%
0%
20%
100%
100%
100%
#0%
0%
0%
0%
20%

N/A
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Between Change
CC:
DC:
C1 ≤ C2 ≤
C1 ≤ C2 ≤ C3
C3
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
75%
100%
100%
100%
100%
0%
0%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
66%
100%
100%
100%
100%
0%
0%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
75%
100%
100%
0%
100%
N/A
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
0%
100%

Table 5.30 Consistency of TCM Measures vs. Process Measures (UA)
Between Design
m

Measures

TCM
1
Pro.

TCM
2
Pro.

TCM
3
Pro.

TCM
4
Pro.

CMC1
CMC2
CMC3
CRCT
Time
Size
Corr
Diff
CMC1
CMC2
CMC3
CRCT
Time
Size
Corr
Diff
CMC1
CMC2
CMC3
CRCT
Time
Size
Corr
Diff
CMC1
CMC2
CMC3
CRCT
Time
Size
Corr
Diff

C1:
CC=DC

C2:
CC>DC

C3:
CC>DC

66%
66%
66%
33%
0%
33%
41%
58%
100%
100%
100%
33%
5%
0%
27%
50%
100%
100%
100%
0%
0%
0%
25%
75%

100%
100%
100%
100%
58%
100%
16%
16%
100%
100%
100%
100%
66%
100%
5%
5%
100%
100%
100%
100%
75%
100%
0%
0%

100%
100%
100%
33%
66%
16 %
16%
8%
100%
100%
100%
50%
61%
0%
11%
0%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
0%
0%
0%

N/A
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Between Change
CC:
DC:
C1 ≤ C2 ≤
C1 ≤ C2 ≤ C3
C3
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
33%
50%
66%
100%
0%
50%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
#0%
#16%
33%
66%
100%
100%
33%
83%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
#0%
#0%
0%
50%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
#0%
N/A
100%
100%
100%
100%

Similar to Study 1 and Study 2, the between-change consistency values of CRCT
measure were unusually low when m > 1 (marked with # in Table 5.30). These values
were excluded from the analysis due to the same reason as discussed in Section 5.1.4.
A one-tailed test was run to test whether the “consistency value” of the TCM
measures (CMC1, CMC2, CMC3 and CRCT) was significantly higher than the process
measures (Time, Size, Correctness, Difficulty) for all group sizes.
TCM
process
H 4' 0 : µbetween−design
≤ µbetween−design
TCM
process
H 4'1 : µbetween−design
> µbetween−design

Reject H 4' 0 if tobs

> t.05 (df ) .

TCM
process
H 4"0 : µbetween−change
≤ µbetween−change
process
TCM
H 4"1 : µbetween−change
> µbetween−change
Reject H 4" 0 if t obs > t .05 (df ) .

(4.4)

H4’ was tested for three changes C1, C2, C3 and H4” was tested for two designs
in the MSU and UA data sets respectively. The calculated t-values were summarized in
Table 5.31. The critical values for one-tailed t (df =14 and df =22) are t.05 (14) = 1.771
and t.05 (22) = 1.717 Therefore H 4' 0 ’was rejected for all three changes in the UA data
set, but was rejected only for the C2 and C3 in the MSU data set. There was insufficient
evidence to reject H 4"0 for both designs in the MSU and UA data sets.
Table 5.31 One-tailed t-test Results of H4’ and H4”
Data Set

H4’ (Between Design)
C1

C2

14
14
df
t
0.566
*4.032
22
22
df
UA
t
*3.693
*4.516
Note: * indicates significant t value.
MSU
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H4” (Between Change)
C3

CC

DC

14
*3.354
22
*5.716

14
0.149
22
1.194

14
1.711
30
-0.477

In summary, the TCM measures have significantly higher between-design
consistency than the process measures for both data sets. When it comes to the betweenchange consistency, neither MSU nor UA data set showed sufficient evidence that TCM
measures have significantly higher consistency than process measures.
5.3.5

Validity Threats
This section describes the validity threats that were addressed and those that were

not addressed in this study.
Threats Addressed
•

The threat due to re-analyzing the data from an old study was addressed
by conducting my own controlled experiments.

•

The threat due to the accumulative effect of previous changes was
addressed by requiring the subjects always return to the original CC or DC
design for every change task.

Threats Unaddressed
•

The threat to external validity of using students as subjects still existed in
this study.

5.4

Discussion of Results from Three Studies
This section discusses results of all three studies in light of the seven hypotheses.

The goal is to draw some general conclusions from the series of studies, which are
stronger than the results from each individual study.
5.4.1

H1: Consistency Criterion
H1: TCM measures satisfy the consistency criterion.
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The consistency validation results from the three studies are summarized in Table
5.28. The TCM measures were validated in two dimensions: i.e. the component
complexity (CMC1, CMC2, and CMC3) and the coordinate complexity (CRCT). The
between-design consistency was validated for three changes and the between-change
consistency was validated for two designs respectively. The results are recorded in four
cells, representing Study 1, Study 2, MSU session and UA session in Study 3
respectively. “S” indicated that the consistency criterion was satisfied and “N” indicated
otherwise.
Table 5.32 Summary of the consistency validation results across three studies
Consistency CH
BetweenDeign
BetweenChange

Component Complexity

CMC1
C1 S S S N
C2 S S S S
C3 S S S S
CC S S S S
DC S S S S

CMC2
S S S N
N S S S
S S S S
S S S S
S S S S

CMC3
S S S N
N S S S
S S S S
S S S S
N S S S

Coordinate
Complexity
CRCT
S S S N
N S S S
N N N N
S S S S
S S S S

The component complexity measures satisfied the consistency criterion in most
cases (90%). The CMC1 was the best (95%), followed by CMC2 (90%) and CMC3
(85%). In study 2, the component complexity measures satisfied the consistency criterion
in all cases. It is possible that the failure in satisfying the consistency criterion in Study 1
and Study 3 was due to the small sample size (e.g. 3 subjects in the CC group in UA
session in Study 3 vs. 53 subjects in the CC group in Study 2). Therefore, we can
conclude that there is sufficient consistency between the ranks of the attribute
maintainability and the ranks of the component complexity measures. In other words, the
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component complexity measures accurately reflect the relations of maintainability
attribute in the real world.
The coordinate complexity measure (CRCT) satisfied the between-change
consistency criterion in all cases. However, it failed to satisfy the between-design
consistency criterion in half of the cases (6 out of 12). Especially, the between-design
criterion was not satisfied for change C3 in any of the three studies. The total coordinate
complexity measure CRCT was the sum of three individual coordinate complexity
measures, i.e. CRC1, CRC2 and CRC3. A consistent observation from all three studies
was that some individual coordinate complexity measure had better between-design
consistency than CRCT. CRCT failed to satisfy the between-design consistency mainly
due to the effect of CRC2. For example, in Study 2, CRC1 and CRC3 had the consistency
value of 77.4% and 79.1%, higher than the success threshold 70%. But the CRCT was
only 36.6% due to the low consistency value of CRC2 (0.6%).
CRC1 and CRC2 measured the complexity in the time and spatial relationship
between Acts. CRC3 measured the complexity in the relationship between the Act and
the Info Cues referenced in the Act. The high consistency value of CRC1and CRC3
indicated that when making changes to the DC design there was less precedence
relationship between the source code changes and the changes often referenced closer
info cues. The low consistency value of CRC2 indicated the average distance between
the source code changes was longer for the DC design than for the CC design. The reason
might be that the functionality was delegated among more classes in the DC design than
in the CC design. Therefore the changes to the functionality were easily scattered among
different classes, which increase the distance between changes. Each individual
coordinate complexity measure captured a different aspect of the complexity in the
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relationship between the TCM model components. The DC design was more complex
than the CC design in some aspects, but less complex in the others. The sum of individual
coordinate measures might not be able to reflect the different aspects of coordinate
complexity accurately. Future work will define and test different ways to combine the
individual coordinate measures into a “total” coordinate complexity measure.
5.4.2

H2: Repeatability Criterion
H2: TCM measures satisfy the repeatability criterion
As shown in Table 5.32, the component complexity measures satisfied the

repeatability criterion since it satisfied consistency criterion 90% of the study cases,
higher than the required 70%. The coordinate complexity measures, however, did not
satisfy the repeatability criterion since it satisfied the consistency criterion only 50% of
cases.
Therefore, H2 was accepted for the component complexity measures while not for
the coordinate measures. It indicated that the component complexity measures can be
validated on a sufficient percentage of trials to have confidence that it would be a
dependable indicator of software maintainability.
5.4.3

H3: Effect of Individual Difference
H3: For a given group size, there is no significant effect on the COMMON_SET
due to the subjects selection
In general, the results from all three studies indicated there was no significant

effect on the COMMON_SET due to the subject selection when selecting more than one
subject. It indicated that the underlying assumption of the TCM model holds: the
COMMON_SET approximates the minimum information and resources needed to make
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a change; it is determined by the software and the change task, independent of the person
performing the task.
When only one subject was selected, there was insufficient evidence to draw the
same conclusion in the studies with small and limited sample (college students in Study 1
and Study 3). But in the study with larger and more representative sample (professionals
in Study 2), there was no significant effect on the COMMON_SET due to the subject
selection even when there was only one subject was selected. The practical implication is
that the TCM model built upon a single maintainer is close enough to the
COMMON_SET of the general maintenance staff. The TCM model can be safely
applied in cases when there is only one maintainer performing the maintenance task,
which is true in most cases in the real maintenance settings.
5.4.4

H4: TCM Measures vs. Process Measures
H4: TCM measures have higher consistency than process measures in terms of
individual difference
In all three studies, TCM measures have significantly higher between-design

consistency than the process measures. The only exception was for change C3 in study 2,
in which the TCM measures have higher consistency but the effect was not significant. In
Study 2 H4 was tested on a small size (m ≤ 2) of virtual groups due to the big
combination number problem. It resulted in a very small data set of consistency values to
run t-test (df=6), which might be the reason for the insignificant effect in the consistency.
For the between-change consistency, the TCM measures have higher consistency
than process measures, but the effect was not significant.
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In general, the TCM measures have higher consistency than the traditional
process measures. The TCM measures provide a more accurate measurement of
maintainability in terms of controlling the confounding effect of individual difference and
other contextual factors (e.g. the subjects using different programming IDEs in Study 2).
5.4.5

H5, H6 and H7
H5: The DC design has higher changeability (measured in TCM measures) than
the CC design
H6: The DC design has higher maintainability (measured in TCM measures) than
the CC design
H7: The maintainability (measured in TCM measures) is equal for the five
categories of developer
To determine if the TCM model can provide additional insight to the studies of

software maintenance, the original research hypotheses in the first two studies were retested using the TCM measures. H5 was from Study 1 and H6 and H7 were from Study 2.
The results of H5 and H6 indicated that the DC design, which follows the “good”
OO design principles, has higher maintainability in general. However, the effect of
design styles on maintainability is also affected by the specific change tasks to
implement. For example, some change task (e.g. C1) is simple enough that it does not
involve the parts of the software implemented with the good design principles. Therefore,
the advantage of the good design was not demonstrated in the maintainability.
Arisholm’s original experiment illustrated the inconsistency in the results of
investigating the effect of design styles on the maintainability using the traditional
process measures. The results of H5 and H6 indicated that when using the TCM
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measures, a consistent conclusion can be drawn from different studies. The results
showed again that the TCM measures have higher consistency than the process measures.
The results also provide evidence that the TCM measures help the generalization and
integration of the findings of the individual studies in different contexts.
H7 tested the effect of the skill levels of the maintainers on the maintainability.
Arisholm’s original replication concluded that the maintainability of a software
application, measured in terms of effort and correctness, depends not only on attributes of
the software artifact itself, but also on the skill of the developers who are going to
maintain it. The results of re-testing H7 using the TCM measures, however, come to the
different conclusion – there is insufficient evidence that the skill levels of subjects have
an effect on the maintainability measured in TCM measures. This once again supported
the underlying assumption of the TCM model – the maintainability, by definition and
measurement model in this work, is determined only by the software design and change
task, while independent of whoever perform the change task. Also, it confirmed my
statement about the process measures that they are measuring a confounding effect of
many factors including the characteristics of maintainers (e.g. skill levels).
5.4.6

Results Summary
Table 5.33 summarizes whether the findings from the three studies support each

of the seven Hypotheses. CMC denotes component complexity measures and CRC
denotes coordinate complexity measure.
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Table 5.33 Summary of Findings from All Three Studies
Study

H1:
Consistency

1
2
3

H2:
Repeatabil
ity

Yes
(for CMC)

Yes
(for CMC)

H3:
Individual
Effect
Yes (m>1)
Yes
Yes (m>1)
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H4:
TCM >
Process
Yes

H5:

H6

Yes

N/A
Yes
No
N/A

N/A

H7

CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION
This chapter discusses the contribution of this work to the software engineering
research and practice community. It also provides a summary of the dissertation work and
the future research directions.
6.1

Contributions
Software maintenance can be conceptualized as an information-processing task in

which maintainers perceive, interpret and manipulate information cues (task inputs) and
their relationships to identify task outcomes [16]. The information cues and the acts
required to process these cues set upper limits on the knowledge, skills and resources
needed to successfully complete the task. By taking a task-complexity perspective, this
work developed a software maintainability measure model, TCM Model. The TCM Model
measures the inherent ease with which software can be modified in the context of change
request.
The results from the empirical validation of the TCM model provide confidence
that the TCM model actually captures software maintainability and is a reliable indicator
of it. The results also provide evidence that the TCM model and measures provides a
more accurate measurement of maintainability than traditional process measures by
controlling the confounding effect of individual difference and other contextual factors.
Such ability increases the accuracy and scope of the measurement results. It also helps
the generalization and integration of the findings of individual studies in different
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contexts. In addition, the TCM model provides important insight to the studies of OO
design methods and software maintenance. The good OO design principles do have a
positive effect on software maintainability. But the effect is also affected by the specific
maintenance tasks.
Furthermore, based on the fine-grained code-level changes, the TCM Model
provides rich information about the low-level changes involved in modifying a software
system. This information contributes to a better understanding of the varied types and
levels of ease in making changes to software, which results in two benefits:
•

To provide the researchers with a reference model to establish a direct and
explicit relationship between the OO design methods and the ease of
making changes to the design and to conduct empirical studies to evaluate
such relationships.

•

To provide the software maintenance engineers with explicit and
meaningful indications of the ease level of the maintenance task and help
them to identify potential problems and possible causes. The measurement
protocol and the support tool TCMMETRIC increase the applicability of the
TCM model.

6.2

Summary
This dissertation work investigated the problem of software maintainability

measurement by adapting the concepts of task complexity from the human behavior
domain to the software engineering domain. This dissertation developed a measurement
model of software maintainability and validated the proposed model through a series of
empirical studies. This dissertation work can be summarized as follows:
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•

A software a Maintainability Measurement Model (i.e. TCM Model) by
applying task complexity theory model

•

A Measurement Protocol to provide detailed guidelines for using the
model to measure maintainability

•

A tool TCMMETRIC to support the application of TCM Model - automatic
extraction of the model components from the source code and calculation
of the maintainability measures

•

An extensive empirical validation of TCM Model for validity criteria and
accuracy

6.3

Publications
The following articles have been produced for publication from this research. The

title of the article and the venue is listed with the date of submission. The papers that
have been published are referenced.
This section describes a plan for the publications that will result from this
dissertation work. The publication plan includes both a published conference paper and
conference and journal papers that have been submitted or are in progress (along with a
brief description of each).
•

"Maintainability Measurement from a Task Complexity Perspective: A
Control Group Replicated Study " to be submitted to 2011 International
Symposium on Empirical Software Engineering and Measurement (ESEM)

•

"Maintenance Problem Diagnosis using Task Complexity based
Maintainability Measurement Model " to be submitted to 2011 International
Conference on Software Maintenance (ICSM)

•

"Task Complexity based Maintainability Measurement: Controlling the
confounding effects of contextual factors in software maintenance" to be
submitted to Empirical Software Engineering
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•

6.4

He, L. and Carver, J. "Modifiability Measurement from a Task Complexity
Perspective: A Feasibility Study." To appear in the Proceedings of the 2009
International Symposium on Empirical Software Engineering and
Measurement (ESEM) - Short Papers Track. October 15-16, 2009. Lake
Buena Vista, Florida

Future Work
My future research tasks include refining the coordinate complexity measures.

Results from the empirical validation indicated that adding the individual coordinate
complexity measures together might miss some important information of the complexity
in the relationship of TCM model components. I need to find a better way to “integrate”
different aspects of the coordinate complexity into a single coordinate complexity.
Further validation of the TCM model is also needed. Current studies validated the
model using the same designs (the CC and DC designs of the coffee machine problem),
which limited the generalibility of results. In the next step I plan to run studies on
different designs. Also, the confounding effect of the other environment variables, like
programming IDEs and design strategies will be explicitly tested as the skill levels of
maintainers tested in Section 5.2.5.
Another future task is to evaluate the TCM model for its usefulness in identifying
the potential problems in software maintenance. One observation from the current studies
was that the unusually high TCM measures (compared to the average) often indicated
that the maintainer misunderstood or ignored the original design and implemented the
change task in an unnecessarily complicated way. Studies can be conducted to test
whether using the TCM measures help to identify problematic areas in the maintenance
work
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Table A.1

Overview of Change Type Classification

Change Type
ADDITIONAL_FUNCTIONALITY
ADDITIONAL_OBJECT_STATE
CONDITIONAL_EXPRESSION_CHANGE
DECREASING_STATEMENT_INSERT
DECREASING_STATEMENT_PARENT_CHANGE
ELSE_PART_INSERT
ELSE_PART_DELETE
INCREASING_STATEMENT_INSERT
INCREASING_STATEMENT_PARENT_CHANGE
REMOVAL_FUNCTIONALITY
REMOVED_OBJECT_STATE
STATEMENT_DELETE
STATEMETN_INSERT
STATEMENT_ORDERING_CHANGE
STATEMENT_PARENT_CHANGE
STATEMENT_UPDATE
CLASS_RENAMING
DECREASING_ACCESSBILITY_CHANGE
ATTRIBUTE_TYPE_CHANGE
ATTRIBUTE_RENAMING
FINAL_MODIFIER_INSERT
FINAL_MODIFIER_DELETE
INCREASING_ACCESSBILITY_CHANGE
METHOD_RENAMING
PARAMETER_DELETE
PARAMETER_INSERT
PARAMETER_ORDERING_CHANGE
PARAMETER_TYPE_CHANGE
PARAMETER_RENAMING
PARENT_CLASS_DELETE
PARENT_CLASS_INSERT
PARENT_CLASS_UPDATE
RETURN_TYPE_DELETE
RETURN_TYPE_INSERT
RETURN_TYPE_UPDATE
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Significant Level
Low
Low
Medium
High
High
Medium
Medium
High
High
Crucial
Crucial
Medium
Medium
Low
Medium
Low
High
Crucial
Crucial
High
Crucial
Low
Medium
High
Crucial
Crucial
Crucial
Crucial
Medium
Crucial
Crucial
Crucial
Crucial
Crucial
Crucial
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Below are the detailed examples of four code changes discussed in Section
3.2.1.2.

Figure B.1

Code Change No.1 and No.2

Figure B.2

Code Change No.3
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Figure B.3

Code Change No.4
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SURVEYS AND QUESTIONAIRES
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The surveys and questionnaires below were first used by Arisholm, et al in [65]
and then used in Study 3 in this work. They were presented here for the convenience of
references.
C.1

Experience Questionnaire
Name :

[

]

NetID:

[

]

Date of Birth: [

]

JAVA development environment you will use in this experiment: [

]

WORK EXPERIENCE
Years of programming work experience:

[

]

Years of total work experience:

[

]

EDUCATION
Number of credits in computer science courses up till now:

[

]

Number of total university credits up till now:

[

]

PROGRAMMING SKILL AND EXPERIENCE ( 0 for no experience at all )
Please rate your general programming skills (1: Novice – 5: Expert):

[

]

Please rate your Java programming skills (1: Novice – 5: Expert):

[

]

Approximately how many lines of Java code you have written:

[

]

Please rate your C++ programming skills (1: Novice – 5: Expert):

[

]

Give an estimate of how many lines of C++ code you have written:

[

]

Please rate your Simula programming skills (1: Novice – 5: Expert):

[

]

Give an estimate of how many lines of Simula code you have written:

[

]

Please rate your SmallTalk programming skills (1: Novice – 5: Expert):

[

]
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Give an estimate of how many lines of SmallTalk code you have written: [

]

Please rate your C programming skills (1: Novice – 5: Expert):

[

]

Give an estimate of how many lines of C code you have written:

[

]

Please rate your Pascal programming skills (1: Novice – 5: Expert):

[

]

Give an estimate of how many lines of Pascal code you have written:

[

]

[

]

Please rate your OTHER programming skills (1: Novice – 5: Expert):
Language: [

]

Give an estimate of how many lines of code you have written in this language:[ ]
DESIGN METHOD KNOWLEDGE ( 0 for no knowledge at all )
UML/Rose (1: Novice – 5: Expert):

[

]

OMT (1: Novice – 5: Expert):

[

]

Responsibility-Driven Design (1: Novice – 5: Expert):

[

]

CRC (1: Novice – 5: Expert):

[

]

Role modelling (1: Novice – 5: Expert):

[

]

Structured Analysis and/or Structured Design (1: Novice – 5: Expert):

[

]

Data Driven/Relational Database Design (1: Novice – 5: Expert):

[

]

OTHER method (1: Novice – 5: Expert):
Method: [
C.2

]

Change Task Questionaire
Name :
NetID:

[

]
[

]

Time (hh:mm) when starting the change task 1:

[

]

Time (hh:mm) when completing the change task 1:

[

]
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What is your subjective assessment of the quality of your solution?
Very poor (1) - Very good (5):

[

]

How confident are you that the solution does not contain serious faults?
Very unsure (1) - Very confident (5):

[

]

[

]

How difficult did you think the change task was?
Very easy (1) - Very difficult (5):
Other comments:
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The designs presented below are taken from [65]. They were presented here for
the convenience of references.
D.1

Centralized Control Design

Table D.1

Overview of the Source Code
File

CoffeeMain.java

Description


Initializes the program

CoffeeMachine.java





Initializes the machine;
Knows how the machine is put together;
Handles input

CashBox.java





Knows the amount of money put in;
Gives change;
Answers whether a given amount of credit is available.








Knows selection;
Knows price of selections, and materials needed for each;
Coordinates payment;
Knows what products are available;
Know how each product is made;
Knows how to talk the dispenser.




Controls dispensing
Tracks amount has left

FrontPanel.java

Dispenser.java
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Figure D.1
D.2

UML Sequence Diagram of the CC Design

Delegated Control Design

Table D.2

Overview of the Source Code
File

CoffeeMain.java

Description


Initializes the program

CoffeeMachine.java





Initializes the machine;
Knows how the machine is put together;
Handles input

CashBox.java





Knows the amount of money put in;
Gives change;
Answers whether a given amount of credit is available.

FrontPanel.java





Knows selection;
Coordinates payment;
Delegates drink making to the Product
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Table D.2 (Continued)
Product.java



Knows its recipe and price

ProductRegister.java



Knows what products are available

Recipe.java




Knows the ingredients of a given product;
Tells dispensers to dispense ingredients in sequence.

Dispenser.java





Knows which ingredient it contains;
Controls dispensing;
Tracks amount it has left

DispenserRegister.java



Knows what dispensers are available

Ingredient.java



Knows its name only

Figure D.2

UML Sequence Diagram of the DC Design
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